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PREFACE
This bulletin consists of excerpts from L. Richard Meyers' recent
doctoral dissertation, "Socioeconomic Determinants of Credit Adoption
in a Semi-Arid District of Kenya" (1982).

In the course of reviewing

this work, it struck me that parts of it could serve as a model for
research in the general area of small farming systems. Specifically,
this approach covers the following points:
(a) a conceptual orientation that guides the organization of
variables of farming systems, at least as they operate in
Kenya ;
(b) the formulation of an unconventional starting point, in the
form of the components of social stratification;
(c) a careful operationalization of the set of variables that
operate in Kenya;
(d) a specification of a criterion--agricultural credit in this
instance—for evaluating the contribution of the variables;
(e) a comprehensive description of field procedures;
(f) a multivariate analysis that reveals the stratification of
farming strategies used in semi-arid regions; and
(g) a set of appendices that deal with a number of methodological
and technical issues.
In an attempt to simplify the complexity of these systems, Meyers
held physical ecology, crops and, indirectly, technology constant. The
fact that all of these farms were located in a particular district insured
that prices and other government-controlled aspects of the environment were

also uniform.

Even so, the research involved 13 variables ranging from

the usual specification of land, labor and capital to the more social
aspects of smallholder farming.

Undoubtedly future researchers will

identify other variables that will contribute to our understanding of
the dynamics of systems like these. The first time out is rarely comprehensive.

On the other hand, this model provides a strong starting

point for further research.
The serious reader will want to refer to the original report,
which included a path analysis of the determinants of credit adoption.
However, the elements of the causal model are apparent in the regression
analysis of the determinants of credit adoption that is included in this
bulletin.

In the interests of simplicity it was omitted here.

In its

place is a more inductive analysis of the determinants of credit adoption
which leads to a typology of farming strategies.

These types summarize

farming systems at low, medium and higher income levels. Thus, while
this bulletin omits the path analytic approach, it is still centrally
concerned with holistic analysis.
Some will reject this research as irrelevant to the "farming systems"
perspective, pointing out that this study holds constant the very factors
that have figured so prominently in recent statements on farming systems.
But it can be argued that these statements, which seem to equate farming
systems with the particularistic analysis of cropping patterns and ecological
adaptation, are far too narrow.

It is the claim of this study that the

farming system concept should be expanded to include other aspects of the
non-farm context that impinge on smallholder agriculture.
Frank W. Young
Department of Rural Sociology
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The general problem of fostering small farmer development has preoccupied rural development specialists over the last decade.

Most

rural development programs designed to benefit small farmers have had
at their core efforts to increase agricultural productivity.

Typically

this has involved making available to farmers a package of production
inputs designed to increase yields on small holdings.

The vehicle for

providing such inputs is usually a credit package which farmers are
encouraged to adopt.

Well known programs which contained a core credit

component, from the literally hundreds which could be cited, are CADU
in Ethiopia (Cohen, 1974), Comilla in Bangladesh (Raper, 1970) and
Caqueza in Columbia (Zandstra, et al., 1979).
The determinants of acceptance or non-acceptance of credit programs
by farmers has been a topic of considerable research and debate and has
spawned a large literature in agricultural economics, rural sociology and
related agro-economic disciplines.

A central issue in this debate has

been the question of risk—its determinants, its influence, its assessment, etc.

There exists, however, a general consensus that farmers only

choose to use credit inputs if there is reasonable (variously defined)
evidence that the benefits of accepting credit warrant the risk of possible loss of yields and/or profit.

(The topic of risk and its assess-

ment is examined in more detail in Chapter III.) Thus, while the factors
which contribute to risk--climate, market stability, etc.--vary from one
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Situation to another, assessment of risk by farmers is generally regarded
as a fundamental consideration leading to their willingness to utilize
credit programs (e.g., see Wolgin (1975) concerning smallholder farmers
in Kenya).
This study is concerned with factors, especially risk, affecting
the adoption of the credit component of the Machakos Integrated Development Program (MIDP) in Machakos District, Kenya.

MIDP, set in the

second most populous district of Kenya (see Map 1.1), is the first of
a number of district-wide integrated development programs which are
part of a major effort by the Government of Kenya to address the problems of Kenya's semi-arid and arid areas.

(A description of the general

context, objectives and overall program of MIDP is provided in Meyers, 1981.
The study sets forth a model for explaining the determinants
of adoption of the credit package.

The utility of a different inter-

pretation of the determinants of credit use (and, more generally, smallholder adoption of agricultural "innovation") than that underlying most
agricultural economics and rural sociology treatments of this topic is
demonstrated.

In particular the study emphasizes the socioeconomic set-

ting in which

innovation

occurs.

In contrast to the dominant approach

to innovation in the literature, the importance of technological considerations and individual level decision making is de-emphasized.
The starting point for this analysis is the socioeconomic level of
farmers.

Socioeconomic level is broken down into various components and

the effects of these components are explored.

Such a starting point may

appear counter intuitive to some readers since farming activities in
developing countries, especially use of credit inputs by smallholders,

3
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are typically viewed as leading to wealth, not the reverse.

However, from

the perspective of the model employed in this study, this is a more
fruitful point of departure.

Indeed, for the sociologist, socioeconomic

level is a natural starting point.

From a sociological perspective,

though the individual components may differ from situation to situation,
variation in socioeconomic level is a fact of life in almost every social
context.

And, as the analysis will demonstrate, in the research setting

examined in this study, differential access to resources, particularly
to non-farm sources of income, is a key determinant of agricultural productivity.
This study differs in several ways from most conventional approaches
in the literature, particularly conventional agricultural economics farm
management treatments of the subject of "credit adoption.

First, it goes

beyond the economist's usual conception that some combination(s) of the
three factors of production determines whether peasant farmers decide
to undertake the risk that credit adoption entails.

This agricultural

economics mode of analysis employs models of decision making in which
peasants are believed to compare costs and benefits and devise strategies,
on the basis of available factor inputs, to minimize costs and maximize
"utility."

In contrast to this farm management perspective, the model

underlying this research posits that such variables are a subset of a more

The theoretical underpinnings of this approach with respect to peasant
agriculture in Africa are set forth and illustrated in Upton, 1973;
Collinson, 1972. For a Kenya specific example of this analytical approach, see Republic of Kenya, 1978.
An exception to this theoretically narrow view in agricultural economics is found in Moscardi and
de Janvry, 1977.
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general set of both economic and "non-economic" variables relevant to
farmer decision making.
Secondly, the study also differs from most agro-economic approaches
in that technical production questions concerning expected yields, appropriate mix of inputs, specific husbandry techniques, etc. (e.g.,
Collinson, 1976) are not an explicit component of the model used to predict adoption.

While such considerations are inevitably a part of the

total decision matrix households employ, the model utilized in this
research regards these as secondary to an explanation of credit adoption.
For purposes of both theoretical and methodological simplicity, they are
therefore excluded.
Thirdly, a basic premise of this analysis is that the social context
of adopters and not their individual decisions per se is the more important factor in determining credit adoption.

The perspective which orga-

nizes the research model argues that concentration solely on economic
considerations, viewed as operating at the individual household level
and entering into the calculus of household decision making, oversimplifies the dynamics of that decision making process.

Instead, such

decisions can be better understood if they are set in a more general,
group level social context.

This represents more than just a rejection

of a narrow focus, common in early rural sociology adoption studies (e.g.,
see Rogers, 1962:171-175), on an individual's "personal characteristics"
as explanations of adoption.

It is instead an explanation which sees

individual level behavior in general as largely the product of group
level phenomena.

Attention therefore shifts from individual economic

motivation to the social organizational context.

In particular, attention
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focuses on the ability of farmers, by virtue of their position in the
social hierarchy and the access to resources this implies, to respond to
credit incentives.
Emphasis on the social context is fundamental to the distinction
between the approach of this research and the conventional micro-economic
one.

It is this perspective which makes the analysis described in the

following chapters sociological rather than economic.
The difference in approaches can be further illustrated by focusing
on a basic methodological consideration, the appropriate unit of analysis.
A fourfold typology captures most forms of sociological analysis. The
dominant approach, that utilized by most agricultural economists and
rural sociologists when studying the subject of credit use, focuses on
household level/farm specific variables.

An implicit assumption of this

approach is that such variables are sufficient to explain productivity.
A corollary is that the farmer has control over these variables. A
second approach, that employed in this thesis, focuses on the farm level
plus the farm context.

Here, as in the former approach, the unit of

analysis is the household.

However, the difference is that an attempt

is made to reach out and capture aspects of the social environment on
the assumption that the farm unit of analysis is not autonomous.

In-

stead, its decisions are believed to be conditioned by opportunities and
constraints which exist in the social context in which it is embedded.
A third "structural effects" perspective aggregates individual level
variables into group level characteristics and employs these together
with individual level values (Blau, 1962:100-108).

Finally, there is

the approach which uses only structural characteristics operating at
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the supra-household community (or above—district, state, etc.) level
(Bertoli and Young, 1975).
Within this spectrum, the bias of this study is in the direction of
supra-household factors even though measurement is undertaken at the
household level.

Though the analysis employs many of the same variables

as do most farm management studies, what is different in this analysis is
the contention that the structure of opportunity is the key notion which
must be employed to organize these same variables in an analytical framework.

This approach highlights the fact that households often have

little control over these variables, a consideration farm management
studies frequently ignore.
The contrast in approaches can also be illustrated in more concrete
terms.

The typical agro-economic approach concentrates on designing the

"right package."

An attempt is made to combine the type and amount of

inputs which can provide economic incentives which motivate farmers to
utilize the package.
of inputs.

Particular stress is placed on the profitability

Price responsiveness is in fact usually believed to be the

sine qua non condition for successful credit program promotion.

Other

things being equal, it is assumed that if profitability can be reasonably
demonstrated and if the inputs required match, in a technical sense,
the resources of farmers, i.e., are technically feasible in terms of
his/her knowledge and capabilities, labor resources, etc., then the
2
"rational" farmer will adopt.
2
Lynam (1978) is an exception to this approach in that he argues that in
semi-arid areas risk-reducing policies should be designed around production variability rather than price variability. However, he too sees
"the right technology" as the major incentive leading to innovation.
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The approach used in this study sees these considerations as
necessary but not sufficient.

It argues instead that use of credit may

appear quite "rational" to the farmer but that social forces outside the
farmer's control can dictate his ability to adopt credit regardless of
3
how desirable he/she may feel utilization of inputs is.
This perspective has obvious policy implications.

If true it means

that the conventional agro-economic perspective is often misguided.
Credit targeted to deserving "rational" fanners will not necessarily
reach them but will go instead to those best able to take advantage of
credit opportunities.

Profitability and technical feasibility therefore

become less crucial concerns when viewed against the more important
structure of opportunity which determines who does and does not obtain
credit.

Thus the perspective presented here argues that the structure

of opportunity is a primary concern which must take theoretical (and
programmatic) precedence over technical and conventional micro-economic
concerns.
Comment must also be made on the relatively weak ties of the model

It can be noted, parenthetically, that a good deal of work in economic
anthropology has been devoted to redefining for the economist what from
the peasant farmer's perspective is "rational" in a given local, culturally specific setting; hence the formalist-substantivist debate, e.g.,
whether peasants maximize profit or utility--see Barlett, 1980 passim;
also Greenwood, 1973. While this thesis is in agreement with the substantivist contention concerning the limited utility of formal models
for analysis of much of peasant decision making, it places greater and
more exclusive emphasis on supra-household level structural factors than
is usually the case in economic anthropology. Moreover, the anthropologist obviously attributes greater importance to idosyncratic cultural factors. This, of course, has methodological implications in
terms of the way data are collected, i.e., emphasis on more extensive
participant observation in addition to survey techniques, e.g., Haugerud,
1979.
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with classical and contemporary social theory.

While the general line

of analysis obviously comes under- the rubric of "class analysis," ^/ery
broadly defined, the analytic framework is not specific to a particular
social theory perspective which articulates structural determinants of
class formation and/or conflict, e.g., Marxist political economy analysis
of the "peasant mode of production."

Moreover, the model is a fairly

static one in that it does not attempt to trace the historical roots of
rural inequality or analyze how regional or national "class interests"
currently operating lead to inequality.

These larger historical and

contemporary forces are taken as givens and are not explored in the
4
analysis.
Nonetheless the analysis is grounded in the fundamentally
sociological premise that social stratification, that is, differential
possession and/or access to resources, is a critical determinant of
ability and willingness to adopt credit.

Theoretical ties between this

general notion and any one particular paradigmatic variant of stratification theory are not made explicit largely because none of these paradigms is believed to be altogether applicable to the research setting.

a

The general validity of such forces is not denied. Rather, the specific
arguments advanced to explain them are simply not theoretically and empirically compelling enough to force their inclusion in the research
model, not to mention the problem of empirical measurement. There is,
however, a substantial literature, much of it in the "dependency" or
"underdevelopment" vein, which purports to demonstrate how specific
socioeconomic mechanisms in Kenyan society foster inequality. And there
is also a literature which attempts to counter or at least call into
question aspects of this perspective. Examples of arguments in this
debate are found in Aula, 1977; Allen and King, 1973; Amsden, 1974;
Bienen, 1974; Clayton, 1978; Dore, 1975; Godfrey, 1978; Harbeson, 1973;
Harwitz, 1978; Hazlewood, 1978; Hodd, 1976; Hunter, 1975; Lamb, 1974;
Langdon, 1977; Leys, 1973, 1974; Ng'ang'a, 1976; Sandbrook, 1975;
Spencer, 1981; Steele, 1975; Steeves, 1978; Swainson, 1980; Tamarkin,
1978; van Swanenberg, 1975; Wasserman, 1976; Wisner, 1977.
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This does not mean the analysis is atheoretical.

The model emerges from

a range of empirical evidence on Kenya smallholder agriculture.

The

analysis is then organized on the basis of clear sociological insights
drawn, albeit eclectically and selectively, from social theory and stated
in rather general form.
An additional comment can be made on the style of research this
study represents.

Broadly interpreted, it can be construed as a variant

of a "farming systems" approach.

To date, there is no standard method-

ology for undertaking farming systems research (Norman, 1980) and therefore no criterion exists for determining what is acceptable farming
systems work.

Admittedly, the farming systems literature places greater

reliance on technical production concerns than does this study.

Eco-

logical concerns are also usually given greater prominence, though in
this study ecology is to some extent considered because it is controlled
for by the research design and land quality is explicitly built into the
model.
The more important point to make, however, is that in any systems
analysis the critical issue is clear specification of the relevant
variables in the system and delineation of their interrelationships.

In

this sense the model used in this research clearly specifies a farming
system.

In this context, it should be noted that farming systems research

purports to be tailored to the needs of farmers in that it seeks to articulate their needs and understanding of production problems:
The primary aim of the FSR approach is to increase the overall
efficiency of the farming system; this can be interpreted as
developing technology that increases productivity in a way that
is useful and acceptable to the farming family, given its
goal(s), resources and constraints (Norman, 1980).
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There may be a contradiction or at least an impossible ideal in
this call for efficiency that is also acceptable to the farm family.

Be

that as it may, the farming system approach clearly emphasizes the role
of technology.

This study argues that a focus on technological produc-

tion concerns, so central to farming systems work, is in fact an inadequate representation of critical relationships in farmers' systems.
In this sense the analysis presented in this study is an example of as
well as a counter position to more traditional farming systems research.

• CHAPTER II
SMALL FARMERS IN A SEMI-ARID ZONE:
THE RESEARCH SETTING

The MIDP credit program is designed to address the problems which
constrain increased agricultural productivity in the semi-arid portions
of Machakos District.

In particular, it seeks to provide incentives

which will induce farmers to increase production in a setting of periodic crop failure due to drought.

The short term objective is to assist

farmers who lack the money to buy inputs.

The long term objectives are

to make farmers more self-sufficient and move the district from its
current food deficit situation to one of food surplus.

A Brief Overview of the MIDP Credit Package
The MIDP credit package, a "food crop package" loan, is designed
to assist farmers who would normally be unable to purchase inputs. The
inputs (seed, fertilizer and insecticides) are for the following crops:
1)

Cotton and/or sunflower

2) Maize
3)

Beans

Since the latter two are primarily subsistence crops, the loan package
is designed so that income from the sale of cotton or sunflower (solely
to the cooperative society) covers the costs of inputs for both food and
cash crops and hopefully results in surplus income as well (after the
costs of inputs have been deducted from monies paid to the farmer by the
society for his cash "anchor" crop(s)).
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Conditions which govern receipt of the loan are:

(1) the loanee

must be a member of a cooperative society; (2) he/she must have no outstanding debts to the society above 150 K. shs.; (3) no one household
can receive a loan for inputs covering more than that necessary for four
acres; (4) farmers may take a loan for less than four acres but at least
half the area must be for a cash crop (cotton and/or sunflower); (5) the
smallest area for which a farmer can receive a loan is two acres of
which one acre must be cotton or sunflower and one acre maize or beans.
In addition, farmers selected by societies for loans are only given inputs if they attend an MIDP training course on farm management and crop
husbandry.

Particular emphasis is given in these courses to husbandry

techniques which make maximum use of available soil moisture.
It should be noted that title deeds are not required in order for
a farmer to receive a loan.

It can be seen, therefore, that the loan

package is clearly designed with less well-off

smallholders as intended

recipients.
Households in Semi-arid Machakos -- A Profile
The credit program described above attempts to respond to the needs
of rural households in semi-arid Machakos.

The following profile high-

lights key characteristics of these households.

Summary statistics are

provided on a range of characteristics useful for understanding the
socioeconomic context of households the MIDP credit program seeks to
benefit.
The information presented pertains to a sample of MIDP credit households and a sample of non-credit households from four sublocations (administrative divisions) in a semi-arid portion of Machakos District.

The
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data were generated as part of the study on which this thesis is based.
(The nature of the survey and the methodology employed are described in
Chapter IV.)

General Characteristics
Eighty-two percent of the non-credit households (NC) and 92 percent of the credit (CR) households are headed by males.
age of heads of households is 52 (51.5) years of age.

The average

Their mean total

years of education is 2.3 (3.5) with a median of 0.35 (1.7).
Fifty-four (56.1) percent of heads of households list farming as
their sole occupation.

An additional 7.5 (4.5) percent have a second

part-time source of income in addition to farming.

Ten (13.6) percent

earn their living through some form of rural employment.

Eighteen (12.1)

percent are employed in urban areas. These employment figures exclude
those heads of households in the sample who are teachers (3.1/4.5 percent)
in either rural or urban areas, primarily the latter.

The survey involved two samples, one (credit) an almost total universe
(87%) sample and the second, the non-credit sample, only a small proportion of the total non-credit population. Thus, reporting results for
the two samples combined would disproportionately weight the findings
in favor of the credit sample, at least in terms of minimizing sampling
error since the latter presumably is more representative. Therefore
the results are reported separately. The non-credit (NC) sample results are in every case reported first with the credit (CR) group results enclosed in parentheses. Where both results are enclosed in parentheses separated by a slash--as is the case above for those employed
as teachers—the number to the left refers to the non-credit sample.
Medians are also reported in cases where there is a substantial difference between mean and median values due to skewed distributions.
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The mean household size is 8.3 (9.8) persons.

This represents on

average 4.0 (5.1) males and 4.3 (4.7) females, 4.0 (5.0) adults, 4.0
(4.4) dependents of less than sixteen years of age, and 0.42 (0.32) individuals greater than sixty-four years of age.

Six and two-tenths (12.1)

percent of the households are polygamous and 31.9 (33.3) percent are
comprised of two or more subunits (e.g., a separate nuclear family in
addition to that of the head of household's such as a son's or brother's
o

family or a second (or more) wife and her children).
Residents of Machakos District frequently seek employment away from
home.

Twenty-nine percent (22.7) of the heads of households permanently

reside away from the household and of these 65.2 (80.0) percent have been
away for ten years or more.
are absent.

It is not only the heads of households who

Seventy-one (63.6) percent of all households have one or

more members living away from the household with a mean number of 1.4
(1.3) away.

The primary reason for their absence is employment.

Fifty-

nine (50.0) percent of all households have one or more members away in
paid employment.
Readers familiar with Kenya census data may find this figure rather high.
One explanation is that census figures exclude members of a household who
are not resident in the household at the time of enumeration whereas such
members were counted in this survey. A second lies in the definition of
"subunit" used in delineating what constitutes a household—see the following footnote.
3
The Kenya Central Bureau of Statistics definition of subunit was used:
"A semi-autonomous unit within the household usually eating and sleeping
independently but still dependent on the holding as a source of income
or food" (Republic of Kenya, (1977:20). While this definition refers primarily to polygamous households, any married couple and their unmarried
offspring, other than the head of household and his wife, were considered
a subunit in this survey if they conformed to this definition.
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An important determinant of ability to secure employment is education.

The mean number of individuals within households with some post-

primary school education is 0.81 (1.7) with a median value of 0.37 (1.3).
Forty-three (81.8) percent of all households contain one or more persons
with more than standard seven level education.

Thus, credit households

are generally better educated.

Crop Production
Table 2.1 summarizes information on crop production for the two
growing seasons covered in the survey.
reported.

Only the major crops grown are

The table indicates that credit households clearly grow more

hybrid (Katumani) maize and the major cash crops (cotton, sunflower and
citrus).
An important constraint to crop production in semi-arid areas of
Machakos District is labor shortage at periods of peak demand (Heyer,
1972; Hash and Mbatha, 1978).

Thirty-three (47.0) percent of the house-

holds hired some labor for crop production and of these 30.2 (35.5)
percent hired one or more permanent laborers.

The most important ac-

tivity for which labor is hired, in terms of person-days utilized, is
weeding followed by plowing (harvesting in the case of the credit sample).
Exchange of labor between households is another means by which households overcome labor shortages.

Forty-six (71.2) percent of all house-

holds exchanged labor in 1979 for the purpose of growing crops.
this excludes soil conservation activities.)

(Note

Weeding is by far the most

important activity for which labor is exchanged.
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Table 2.1.

Percentage of all non-credit (n = 160) and credit (n = 66)
households growing and selling crops.

NC

CR

Grown

Sold*

Maize
Traditional
Katumani
Mixed

65.0
27.5
13.7

Beans
Pigeon Peas
Cowpeas
Cassava
Sunflower

Grown

Sold*

14.4
2.3
22.7

25.8

11.8

74.2
12.1

10.2
25.0

78.1
85,6
40.0
42.5
5.6

4.8
23,4
0.0
4,4
55.6

81.8
81.8
36.4
50.0
34.8

7.4
13.0
0.0
9.1
87.0

Maize
Traditional
Katumani
Mixed

62.5
25.6
12.5

17:0
22.0
10.0

27.3
66.7
9.1

11.1
22.7
66.7

Beans
Pigeon Peas
Cowpeas
Sweet Potatoes
Cassava
Sunflower
Cotton***

78.1 .
78.7
42.5
51.2
45.0
3.1
5.6

10.4
7.1
4.4
4.9
1.4
80.0
100.0

80.3
83.3
36.4
68.2
50.0
12.1
51.5

24.5
7.3
4.2
8.9
3.0
75.0
100.0

25.2
0.0
10.0
10.0

81.8
50.0
86.4
80.3

24.1
0.0
22.8
26.4

LONG RAINS

SHORT RAINS**

TREE CROPS
Mango
Pawpaw
Banana
Citrus

64.4
26.2
62.5
43.8

.

*Indicates that some portion of the crop was sold. The percentage shown
is the percentage of those households which actually grew the crop, not
the percentage of total households in the sample.
** Crops harvested in early 1979 from the previous short rains season.

*Though a short rains crop, harvested after the long rains.
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Land Holdings
Eighty-six (93.9) percent of all heads of households are sole owners
of their land.

An additional 1.9 (3.0) percent have usufruct rights to

part of their father's/mother's land.

Ten (3.0) percent are using a

portion of land shared in common with other relatives (e.g., three
brothers among whom the land is informally divided).

Two female heads

of households are without any land and one male is a squatter.

Fifty-

three (43.9) percent of the households feel they have insufficient land
with which to adequately provide for their families.
The mean size of main shambas (farm plot) measured is 2.7 (4.1)
hectares—median 2.1 (3.0).

Thirty-seven (53.0) percent of the house-

holds have an additional parcel(s) (range = 1-6 (1-7)).

The mean number

of parcels for only those with parcels in addition to the main shamba
is 2.35 (2.31).

When the hectareage of the main shamba is combined with

that from parcels plus any additional land owned for grazing or other purposes, the average total hectareage owned is 3.9 (6.2)--median 2.6 (3.7).
Forty-one (13.6) percent own less than two hectares.

Sixty-nine (50.0)

percent own less than four hectares.
Twenty-one (45.5) percent of the households had purchased land in
the last five years and 15.0 (19.7) had sold land.

In the latter cate-

gory, 79.1 (76.9) percent of these households sold land in order to
cover routine household expenses.

Livestock Assets
Sixty-eight (87.9) percent of all households own some cattle with
a mean number owned of 4.7 (4.5) for all households—median 3.8 (3.7).
Forty (77.2) percent own one or more oxen.

Fifty-nine (83.3) percent
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own goats with an average number owned of 5.4 (5.2)—median 3.5 (3.5).
Thirty-nine (71.2) percent own sheep.

The average number of sheep owned

for all households is 1.6 (2.7)— median 0.32 (2.2).
A significant trade in livestock exists.

Eleven (22.7) percent of

all households bought cattle and 22.5 (37.9) percent sold cattle in 1979.
Twelve (12.1) percent bought goats and 31.9 (45.5) percent sold them.
Ten (19.7) percent bought and 14.3 (15.1) sold sheep.
4
Sources of Income
Households in the survey earn their living in a number of ways.
Average total household cash income in 1979 was 4494 (6406) K. shs. with
a median income of 2583 (4615) shs. and a range of 119 (610) to 43,382
(32,692) shs.

Sixty-eight (42.4) percent had an income of less than

4000 shs., 38.7 (13.6) percent less than 2000 shs.

Farm income, par-

ticularly cash income from the sale of crops, is a relatively minor
source of income.

Forty-five (15.2) percent of all households reported

that they earned no income from the sale of crops in 1979.

The mean

The usual caveats must be made about this income data—the limitations
of a "one-shot" survey, problems of memory recall, failure to capture
income received in kind, etc. These issues are addressed in Appendix II.
5
At the time the survey was undertaken, the exchange rate was approximately one Kenya shilling to 0.14 U.S. dollars.
It is interesting to note, with respect to footnote four above, that a
survey in another semi-arid portion of Machakos District, using a similar methodology but with a somewhat smaller sample size, found a mean
1980 income of 4885 shs. (Government of Kenya, n.d.).
It is essential to emphasize here that this income figure refers only
to cash from sale of crops. Subsistence crop produce was not valued and
could of course constitute a considerable resource available to households.
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income from total crop sales was 398 (1149) shs.--median 21 (566).
Crop income represents on average eight (23.3) percent of total cash
income earned—median 0.6 (11.5).
Income from the sale of cattle, sheep and goats constitutes 10.9
(12.9) percent of total income earned—median 0.001 (3.8) percent.
Fifty-two (35) percent did not sell any of these animals in 1979.

Half

(63.6) the households also sold chickens earning an average amount of
81.5 (76.0) shs.—median 40.5 (59.7).
Another important source of income is non-farm income—handicrafts, petty trade, etc., including rural based employment (i.e.,
these employed individuals are permanently resident in the household).
Eighty-four (89.4) percent of all households have one or more members
engaged in such activities—mean 1.7 (2.0) persons.

The average income

earned from non-farm sources is 1933 (2206) shs.--median 531 (895).
This represents a 1979 mean of 39 (33.8) percent of total income earned—
median 28 (25.3).

The three most common sources of off-farm income are

receipt of funds from participation in traditional resource pooling
groups (ielo), sale of "Kamba" string woven from sisal, and employment
as casual labor.
A further source of income is remittances sent to the household by
members employed (and resident) elsewhere.

Fifty-seven (45.5) percent

of all households receive income in this way.

The mean income received

The reader should be reminded that extreme values in a distribution can
greatly influence measures of central tendency. Thus, if those cases
(n=12/10) which are more than three standard deviations from the mean
are eliminated, the mean for crop income falls to 248 (869) shs.
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by all households in 1979 (i.e., including those receiving none) was
1356 (1646) shs.--median 600 (8) shs.

The mean amount for only those

who received remittances (i.e., greater than zero) was 2438 (3622).
Remittances (zeroes included) represented an average of 33.5 (23.3)-median 18.7 (0.06) percent of total income earned.

For only those who

received remittances (zeroes excluded), remittances represented 60.3
(51.4) percent of total income.
Concluding Comments
A conjuncture of interrelated bio-physical, socio-cultural,
historical and demographic forces have culminated in the current precarious
existence of the average Machakos household. The situation is complicated
by a legacy of antipathy toward Government-initiated resource conservation
efforts (see Meyers, 1982).

Yet preservation of these resources is vital

to the economic prosperity of the district.
Beset by land shortage (at least in terms of traditional land use),
demographic pressures, a deteriorating physical resource base and the
vagaries of an erratic climate, Akamba households must endeavor to survive
and even to prosper against considerable odds.
risk process.

This is inevitably a high

It is to an investigation of certain socioeconomic dimensions

of this process that the discussion now turns.

CHAPTER III
AN ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVE ON WEALTH AND RISK

The model employed in this study has its theoretical antecedents
in a range of literature on rural development, with particular reference
to Kenya.

The following review highlights a number of themes in the

literature relevant to the basic research problem.
Credit
There is an extensive literature on the role of credit in rural
development.
research.

Several emphases in this literature are germane to this

One is a focus on socio-cultural/economic factors which

inhibit farmers from participating in credit schemes (e.g., see the
Cornell University Rural Development Committee's summary of such factors prepared for the 1973 Spring Review of Small Farmer Credit organized by the U.S. Agency for International Development—Gillette and
Uphoff, 1973).

A second emphasis is found in that literature which

documents a persistent tendency of credit schemes to benefit wealthier,
larger farmers, often despite government and/or project intentions to
benefit smallholders (Lipton, 1976; Blair, 1973; Griffin, 1974; Cohen,
1974; Harvey, 1975).
The Kenya-specific literature on credit is also quite extensive and
much of it argues that credit programs in Kenya too have primarily benefitted wealthier farmers and/or have not represented the most economical
use of government resources in fostering agricultural development, e.g.,
as opposed to allocating resources to the development of marketing
22
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structures (Donaldson and Von Pischke, 1973; Heyer, 1973; Heyer and
Waweru, 1976; Leys, 1974; Muthama and Otieno, 1977; Von Pischke, 1973,
1975).
This criticism of the skewed distribution of credit toward wealthier
farmers is, however, one subset of a more general body of literature
which is critical of past Government of Kenya practice of promoting adoption of agricultural innovations through a "progressive" or "best" farmer
approach (Ng'ethe, et al., 1977).

A major emphasis of this literature

is on the role of extension agents who in a situation of scarce resources
logically selected progressive farmers as the most receptive candidates
for innovation (Leonard, 1977; Rol ing, Chege and Ascroft, 1973; Thoden
van Velzen (on Tanzania), 1973).

(Parenthetically, it should be noted

that the general subject of diffusion or adoption of innovation among
farmers has long been a topic of attention in the field of rural sociology.
This literature is briefly summarized by Weeks (1970) with respect to the
field's major journal, Rural Sociology.

See also Saint and Coward, 1977;

Cancian, 1979.)

Risk
Hunt was one of the first to point out that the attention scholars
in the early 1970s were devoting to the previously neglected topic of
poorer smallholders in Kenya nonetheless still suffered from a limited
conception of the obstacles these smallholders face:
...recent research...designed to enhance our understanding
of why certain individuals in rural communities are relatively poor, and usually remain so, had focused excessively
on the farmer contact pattern of the agricultural extension
service to the exclusion of other possible explanatory
variables, in particular the variation in willingness and
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ability to carry the risk of innovation that might be expected to exist between households of different economic
statuses (1975b:3).
In particular, Hunt cited two factors likely important in determining
adoption rates of low income, low asset farmers, namely, the farmer's
"...subjective evaluation of the opportunity cost of innovation and
the existence of relatively high aversion to risk..." (1975b:4).
Hunt's field research in Mbere Division, Embu District provided
evidence that those farmers who innovated were able to do so because
they started from a position of (1) greater working capital endowment
and (2) access to off-farm income earning opportunities (1975a:41).
short, they could "afford" to be innovative.

In

Secondly, they were also

in a position to hire labor to work on their farms, a consideration of
particular importance in growing some cash crops with peak season high
labor requirements.

Finally, Hunt posited a most interesting hypothesis

which argued that the "chain of causation runs from wealth to innovation"
(1977:83) and not the reverse as is often held in conventional "diffusion school" wisdom.
Hunt's attention to the role of risk-taking in innovation taps a
theme that has long pre-occupied agricultural economists.

Berry (1977,

1980) surveys the literature on risk aversion and poor farmers and faults
it on a number of counts.

Her most severe criticisms concern the fact

that farmers' decision making depends not solely on subjective evaluation
of outcomes, which Berry argues is in any event extremely difficult to
discern, but also on their capacity to compensate for losses which might
occur.

Such capacity is in turn dependent on the "range and value of

assets to which s/he can lay claim should the need arise" (1977:10).
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Further, an individual's ability to claim such resources is often a
function of his/her participation in certain institutions or social networks.

However, such considerations, argues Berry, are rarely included

in risk aversion studies.

(For a discussion of microeconomic models for

approximating peasant farmer decision making processes with respect to
risk, see Roumasset, 1977; Roumasset et al., 1979.

For anthropological

critiques of such modeling efforts, see articles in Barlett, 1980,
especially Ortiz, 1980; also Greenwood, 1973.)
There have been several major studies of risk aversion undertaken
in Kenya.

Two involved Ph.D. studies in Machakos District and fol-

lowed the more traditional line of analysis of risk described by Berry
(Heyer, 1966, 1967, 1971, 1972; Lynam, 1978).

Both studies utilized

linear programming models and focused upon trade-offs between cash
crop output and farmers' needs for food security in a precarious ecological context.

However, neither research went beyond the traditional

economist's factors of production to include additional variables in
her/his model to explain not just farmers propensity toward risk-aversion
but also their capacity to bear the costs of risk a_ l_a Berry.

Moreover,

neither made any attempt to test the proposition articulated by Hunt
(1975a, 1977), indirectly in Upton's "survival algorithm" (1968) and
explicitly by Weeks that "...the propensity to take risks and accept
conditions of uncertainty is a function of the individual's wealth"
(1970:29).

Determinants of Smallholder Income in Kenya:

Some Empirical Evidence

Recent analysis of smallholder agriculture in Kenya provides insights on variation in income distribution which might affect risk
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taking and suggests causal chains which result in income differentials
found within the Kenya agricultural (smallholder) sector.

Most of these

analyses are based on the Kenya Government's Central Bureau of Statistics'
Integrated Rural Survey (1RS) data, a nationwide sample survey carried
out in rural areas (stratified by agro-ecological zone), designed to
"provide a broad baseline description of the socioeconomic factors dominating the small-scale agricultural households in Kenya" (Republic of
Kenya, 1977:3).
Perhaps the most significant finding from 1RS data concerns the
importance of the off-farm or non-farm -- "non-farm generating surplus
plus wages from regular and casual employment" (Casley and Marchant,
1979:1.16) -- component of the total income of rural households (Lijoodi
and Ruthenberg, 1978).

What emerged from these data is the finding that

"the wealthier groups are always those that are able to supplement their
income fron non-farm sources (Casley and Marchant, 1979:1.24).

"As total

income rises... farm sales obviously account for a lower proportion of
income in the higher income group than the lower income groups" (Smith,
1978:33).

Also, holders with the lowest absolute levels of farm derived

income and no significant non-farm income were found to be the least
well off (Casley and Marchant, 1979:1.24).

Effects and Determinants of Non-farm Income
Smith calculated, on the basis of IRS-1 data, that on average nonfarm income accounts for 41 percent of total smallholder income (1978).
Crawford and Thorbecke report a national average of 43 percent ranging
from 30 percent to 50 percent (1978).

The importance of non-farm income»
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however, extends well beyond that of a supplement to agricultural income.
Indeed, argues Smith:
...it seems plausible to suggest that it is the level of
non-farm income which is the key element in determining
the productivity and output of the farming enterprise and
the overall level of household income. For instance, the
relatively high level of income from regular employment...
provides a constant source of cash, bringing in its turn
flexibility and security, a source of collateral for
borrowing funds, as well as a higher standard of living
(1978:36).
Field studies carried out in Western Kenya indicate that non-farm
income is a preferable source of income over that obtained from smallholder agricultural production.

Moody (1976) claims data from Kisii

and Kisumu Districts show a marked resistance of farmers to increased
cash crop production and a preference for non-farm income which is seen
as a more reliable supplement to subsistence production.

More recently,

Paterson, in a study of one community in Kakamega District, also finds
villagers rely more heavily on non-farm income as the primary means to
enhance their economic well-being rather than through cash cropping
(1980a, 1980b).
Haugerud, in a study of one sublocation in the coffee zone and one
sublocation in the cotton zone of Embu District in Eastern Province,
finds that in both areas non-agricultural income, not agricultural production, is the more important agent of economic differentiation (1981b).
Moreover, she argues that rural economic growth is largely fueled by offfarm income and investment (1981a).
The strongest proponents of direct links between off-farm income
and smallholder production are Collier and Lai (1980).

They argue, on

the basis of IRS-1 data from Central, Nyanza, and Western Provinces,
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that off-farm income has been an important source of financing (1)
agricultural innovation and (2) the purchase of farm inputs, both
associated with increased agricultural output.

They believe, for example,

that non-farm income determines both the ability and the willingness of
smallholders to obtain credit.

Then, examining what leads to variations

in smallholder non-farm incomes, they find that in Central and Western
Provinces variation in urban-based non-farm income from regular wage
employment and remittances is the major determinant.

Finally, urban

based non-farm incomes, they argue, are significantly correlated with
education levels of smallholder households.
Summarizing Collier and Lai's argument, they arrive:
...at the importance of varying levels of education as the
major indirect influence which explains variations in smallholder household incomes. The chain runs through the effects of education on urban-based non-farm income and thence
on the total non-farm income which in turn enables any
financial bottlenecks in the purchase of farm inputs, as
well as other means for innovating, to be broken, leading
to higher farm incomes (1980:24).
The role of formal education in providing access, at least for a
fortunate minority, to modern sector employment opportunities in Kenya
is well documented (ILO, 1972; Court and Ghai, 1974; King, 1977; Evans,
1977; Kinyanjui and Shepard, 1972; Sheffield, 1973).

The specific

relationship of urban employment to agricultural production in rural
areas posited by Collier and Lai and others is less well understood.
Evidence from one survey of African households in Nairobi suggests (1)
that the proportion of income remitted to rural areas declines as income
increases and (2) that the bulk of remittances goes for rural consumption
(Johnson and Whitelaw, 1974).

Partially on the basis of the Johnson and
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Whitelaw data, Rempel and Lobdell (1978) claim that remittances represent
an insigifnicant source of investment for agricultural development.
Collier and Lai (1980) are quick to counter this argument since they
believe that by increasing overall household incomes such remittances
free other household resources for productive investment.

(For a descrip-

tion of the interdependent nature of rural-urban social ties in Kenya
as well as the relevant more general literature on this topic, see Ross
and Weisner, 1977; Weisner, 1976).
Lipton has recently argued that evidence, including evidence from
Kenya, suggests that migration from rural to urban areas increases rather
than reduces rural inequality.

Thus he speaks of "high-yielding migration"

for education where "...the better off -- who can raise money* incur risk
and accept long-time horizons -- are likeliest to make sacrifices from
which high subsequent benefit from education can flow" (1980:8).

More-

over, subsequent remittances from migrants, Lipton believes, go disproportionately to better-off villagers.

He is, however, less sanguine

concerning the likelihood of such remittances being productively invested in agriculture than Collier and Lai (1980) argue is the case for
Kenya.
There are therefore conflicting viewpoints on the extent to which
education and urban employment in Kenya influence the agricultural productivity of rural smallholders.

Nor is it clear whether or to what

extent such influences have differential impacts on different socioeconomic groups.

Thus, these various themes need to be stated more

explicitly and tested in a number of specific settings.
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Summary
The above review indicates that there is a body of literature which
suggests that the ability of smallholder farmers in Kenya to bear the
risk entailed by innovation is at least partly a function of income and
wealth.

Moreover, there are a number of insights provided by this litera-

ture concerning possible causal mechanisms which lead to income differentials which in turn affect risk-taking.
The literature is, however, somewhat fragmented and inconclusive
with different authors placing varying emphasis on those variables each
believes comprise a causal chain(s) which leads to risk-taking.

In

short, a clearly formulated and comprehensive explanatory causal model
is required which allows (1) clear specification of those variables
believed to affect risk-taking innovation, (2) testing of this model in
terms of its overall ability to predict innovation, and (3) determination
of the magnitude of influence individual variables have on innovation.

CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH DESIGN AND FIELD PROCEDURES

The obstacles which confront the survey researcher in East Africa
have been well documented (Kearl , 1976; O'Barr et al., 1973).

Primary

among these is the problem of devising an effective sampling strategy,
especially drawing up a complete sampling frame. The research design
described below represented an attempt to achieve a judicious compromise between the canons of sample survey methodology and the problems
of a logistically complex field situation.

Sampling Procedures
The geographical area within which the survey was conducted was the
first "operational area" of MIDP.

MIDP planning and implementation proceeds

by dividing the district into operational areas in which project activities
are concentrated for a given financial year in one operational area —
Map 4.1.
1.

see

Four survey areas were selected for sampling in Operational Area

These survey areas were selected for the following reasons.

The purpose

of the survey was to understand factors influencing credit acceptance in
semi-arid areas.

However, there is considerable eco-climatic variation

within Machakos District due to topography, often between areas of close
proximity.

Therefore there was a need to identify areas of the district

within MIDP Operational Area 1 which were clearly semi-arid.
Since sublocations are the lowest level governmental administrative
units which can be used to delimit the population, they were chosen as
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primary sampling units. However, it was essential to choose primary
sampling units which were homogeneous with respect to eco-climatic variation.

A map of Machakos District was obtained from an MIDP water engi-

neer in which eco-climatic zones were overlaid on administrative units.
Four sublocations were then selected for sampling within MIDP Operational
Area 1 (see Map 4.2). These sublocations were chosen because they fell
within the Zone IV semi-arid

(Republic of Kenya, 1970) eco-climatic

zone (see Map 4.3). Thus, eco-climatic variation was to some extent
controlled for (though obviously even within the same eco-climatic zone
some variation exists).
Sublocations are divided into traditional units called motui (sing.
utui) which can be roughly defined as neighborhoods.
These were treated as secondary sampling units.

Assistant chiefs in

charge of each sublocation, with the assistance of utui elders (atumia),
were asked to generate a list of all households (misyi-- sing, musyi)
within two to four randomly selected motui in each sublocation (range
equaled 4 to 7 motui per sublocation).

These households were the final

sampling, units or sample elements. While ideally lists should have been
produced for all misyi within each utui in a given sublocation, it was
felt this would have represented too great an imposition on assistant
chiefs who are occupied with many other government duties.
Assistant chiefs were given strict instructions not to exclude any
households from the lists, e.g., widows or unmarried women living alone.
A musyi was defined as a family unit(s) dependent upon the same land
(defined below as a "holding") for food and income. Thus, if two families
resided in the same musyi, e.g., a father's and son's or two brothers'

MAP 4 . 2 . MIDP OPERATIONAL

AREA No. I
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families, and were dependent on the same land, this was considered a
single musyi.

However, if these two families lived in the same com-

pound but were dependent upon different lands, they were regarded as
separate misyi. The lists of misyi generated in this way were then
compiled into one list per sublocation.
Two populations, MIDP credit and non-credit recipients, were sampled
within each sublocation.

The first population sampled was all MIDP

credit program loan recipients (less ten households included in a previous
pre-test survey) within all four sublocations (n=67).

This represented

close to the total universe -- 87 percent -- of credit recipients in the
four sublocations.

A list of these households was obtained from Ministry

of Cooperative Development officials in each location.
A second population sampled was all non-credit households (in those
motui randomly selected) within the four sublocations.

From the lists

produced by assistant chiefs and elders, the names of all credit households were first removed.

From the remaining names on these lists, a

systematic sample was drawn in which 40 non-credit recipients were randomly selected on a 1 in k basis within each sublocation (total n=160).
The number of households chosen per utui (in the total sublocation n of
40) was determined by calculating the proportion that the number of households in that utui represented relative to the total for all motui sampled in a given sublocation.
This approach rather than a simple random sample was used to minimize selection by chance of related households living in close proximity.
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It is sometimes though not always the case that two, three or more closely
related families have their misyi next to one another.

Since the sampling

lists were produced by proceeding from one end of the utui to the other,
the chance of oversampling these related households was minimized by using
a systematic sample.
Equal size samples were selected, as opposed to samples proportionate
to the total household populations of sublocations, because information on
the exact number of households for each sublocation was not available.
While it would have been possible to estimate these numbers using the
previous census information (ten years out of date at the time of the
survey), such an approach would have rested on the dubious assumptions of
equal household size per sublocation and no change in relative size of
the populations of sublocations during this period.

Thus, there was no

resort other than to utilize equal sample sizes per sublocation.
The choice of sample size of 40 households per sublocation was an
arbitrary one dictated by time and funding available (see Appendix III on
the implications of this choice).

However, even if these constraints had

not existed, precise variance estimates for key variables in the survey
which could have been used to calculate an appropriate total sample size
or sample size per sublocation were not available.
The Survey Instrument
A questionnaire was devised by the researcher and then was t r a n s l a t e d
i n t o Kikamba by Akamba s t a f f of MIDP and the M i n i s t r y of A g r i c u l t u r e
f a m i l i a r w i t h the s o c i a l and a g r i c u l t u r a l practices o f the area.

The

questionnaire was p r e - t e s t e d i n January 1980 on a t o t a l of 31 households
(ten c r e d i t and 21 n o n - c r e d i t ) d i s t r i b u t e d throughout the four s u b l o c a t i o n s .
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In addition to testing the questionnaire, the pre-test exercise afforded
an opportunity to insure through first hand experience that no obvious
differences existed between sublocations -- topography, soils, administrative infrastructure, etc. -- which might have influenced the survey
results.

The questionnaire was subsequently revised and the actual survey

undertaken from June through October 1980.
Interviews were conducted in Kikamba by a research assistant, trained
by the researcher.
researcher.

He was accompanied at all times in the field by the

Local elders were utilized as guides to assist in speedy

location of households and in the introduction of the researchers to
households.

However, these elders were not present during the actual

interviews.

As an aid to the memory of respondents, a calendar of key

events in recent Akamba history -- e.g., famines, etc. (prepared by the
Central Bureau of Statistics for use in census enumeration in Machakos
District) was used to more accurately ascertain dates, especially dates
of birth.
Several terms utilized in the instrument were critical to obtaining
accurate information.

Thus, particular effort was devoted to insuring

these terms were clearly defined and understood.

Definitions were taken

from the Kenya Central Bureau of Statistics Integrated Rural Survey (1RS)
(Republic of Kenya, 1977:19-21)
of the survey.

but were modified to suit the purposes

Key terms defined were the following:

-Household
-A person or group of persons living together under one roof
or several roofs within the same compound or homestead area
and sharing a community of life by their dependence on a
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common holding as a source of income and food, which usually
but not necessarily involves them in eating from a 'Common Pot'.
-Household Subunit
-A semi-autonomous unit within the household usually eating and
sleeping independently but still dependent on the holding as a
source of income or food.

Usually found in polygamous house-

holds which may compose of several subunits.

(This term was

expanded to include any married couple and their unmarried offspring, other than the head of household and his wife, if they
conformed to the above definition.)
-Head of Household
-The person with final and overall control of the management
of the household and its land (holding).

(Note that this

definition differs from the 1RS one in that the head of household is not necessarily either the senior member of the household or resident in the household.)
-Holding
-The land associated with a household being used wholly or
partially for agricultural purposes and being managed as a
single economic unit under the overall control and direction
of a head of household.
-Parcel
-A single piece of land forming part of the holding but
separated from other parts of the holding by private or
communal land.

A holding may be comprised of a single parcel

or several parcels of land.
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Measurement of Land Holdings.
A second research assistant measured the size of the main shamba (farm)
of each household assisted by the elder acting as a guide.

The method

used was to employ a prismatic compass and measuring wheel, the method
employed in field surveys undertaken by the Kenya Central Bureau of Statistics.

Area calculations were subsequently undertaken using a pocket calcu-

lator program for computing the area of polygons (Petrecevic, n.d.).

This

program also provides an estimate of measurement (closure) error.
During the pre-test survey, two methods for determining land size
were experimented with.
of their shambas.

One, interviewees were asked to state the acreage

Mery few of them were able to state how many acres (or

hectares) it contained.

A second method was to ask respondents to compare

the size of their shambas to that of a football (soccer) field (approximately an acre in size -- see Kearl, 1976:102).

Even fewer could do this.

Thus, the researcher was forced to inquire as to the boundaries of the
shamba and made an approximate estimate of the size of each shamba.

When

the pre-test data was analyzed, size of holding proved to be an important
predictor of credit acceptance.

Therefore it was deemed essential that

in the final survey shambas be measured using the method described above,
despite the difficulties and time involved.
Where shambas consisted of additional separate parcels, the latter
were not measured but instead their size was estimated by the interviewee
relative to that of the main shamba actually measured (e.g., half as large,
twice as large, etc.).

(A method of using pieces of paper of different

sizes in which interviewees were asked to compare sizes of paper thus
indicating the size of their main shamba relative to parcels (Matlon, 1977:
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40) proved to be confusing and not effective.) Total hectareage for all
land owned was then computed on the basis of the area measured plus these
estimates for parcels.

CHAPTER V
VARIABLES IN THE MODEL

The review of literature presented in Chapter III identified a
number of variables various authors believe influence acceptance of
credit in Kenya.

One criticism of this literature is that it is

rather diffuse with different authors stressing different variables
each believes to be important.

There is a need therefore for a syn-

thesis of this literature in a comprehensive analytical framework with
which to address the issue of credit adoption.

This effort is not easy,

however, because no adequate comprehensive theory of household production
exists.
An obvious and classical starting point for the sociologist,
however, is the notion of socioeconomic status.

This concept has the

capacity to pull together most of the variables cited in the literature.
Indeed, for the sociologist, variation in socioeconomic status is a
given in almost every rural setting.
The problem for the model then is to identify these components
of socioeconomic status and to show how they individually predict
acceptance of credit.

The following section identifies variables

drawn from the literature and elaborates their substantive content.
(The summary list of the variables found in Table 5.1 provides a
useful reference for use here and throughout the remainder of the
text.)
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Table 5.1.

Number

v

10

<11

Summary list of variables in the model.

Name

Content

GSSCORE

Guttman scale score of household possessions

LSU

Livestock units owned

N0STD7

Persons w i t h post-primary education

ADULTS

Persons 16-64 years o f age i n the household

YRSLOAN

Number o f years i n the period 1977-1979 i n
which loans were received

TOTHAS

Total hectares of land owned

LANDQUAL

Quality of soil for growing crops

DYEXCHLB

Person days of exchange labor activities

#EMPLYD

Persons with regular employment

REMTOT

Remittances received by the household

CROPSAMT

Total gross income from sale of crops

(

12

OFFFARM

Total gross income from non-farm sources

(

13

LDYHL

Person days of labor hired

LOANEE

Acceptance/non-acceptance of MIDP credit
package

v

14

*A11 variables except YRSLOAN ( X j apply to the calendar year 1979.
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Household Assets
X,, GSSCORE, is a Guttman scale score indicating how many of a total
of nine household items households possess (see Appendix I for a discussion of the calculation of these scores).
measure of overall wealth of the household.

This variable is a proxy
The larger the number of

items possessed, it is argued, the greater the wealth of the household
as reflected in this proximate indicator of available capital.
Livestock Assets
X~» LSU, is a second complementary index of wealth, held in the form
of livestock.

It is expressed in terms of livestock units where .5

cattle equal one sheep/goat. " Since livestock are readily convertible to
cash resources, they represent another form of available capital and
thus also wealth (see Smith (1978) on the importance of livestock as
wealth in Kenya as a whole).

Education
X 3 , N0STD7, is the number of individuals in the household who have
had some post-primary education (greater than standard seven).
school education is now universally available in Kenya.

Primary

Secondary school

education must, however, be financed by the families of the students concerned.

Moreover, some secondary school education and, increasingly,

at least four years of post-primary education is frequently a requirement for obtaining employment in the formal sector.
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Adult Labor Power
X 4 , ADULTS, is the number of individuals in the household (either
resident in or living away from the household) between the ages of 1664 years of age.

It is a measure of the household's labor resources

available for either on-farm enterprises or off-farm employment.

Prior Experience with Credit
X 5 , YRSLOAN, is the number of years out of the past three years
that the household received some type of loan for agricultural investment.

It therefore is an indicator of the extent to which the household

has had previous experience with use of credit.

Land Owned
X ß , TOTHAS, is the total hectares of land owned by the household.
This includes land used soley for grazing purposes in addition to that
devoted to crops.

Land Quality
Xy, LANDQUAL, is a subjective evaluation by the respondent of the
quality of soil on his/her land.

The soil was rated in terms of its

potential for growing crops on a 1-5 scale ranging from very poor to
very good. (Note: this variable was not used in the analysis reported
in this bulletin.)

An assumption of this approach is that land quality is uniform for all
land measured. Obviously this is an oversimplification. A small proportion—eight percent—of the shambas measured had some portion which was
poorly suited for cultivation, usually due to rocky terrain. When a dummy
variable for presence of rocky terrain was included in the regression model
employed in the analysis, only a negligible and nonsignificant effect was
obtained.
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Exchange Labor
Xg, DYEXCHLB, is the total person days during which members of the
household participated in crop production exchange labor activities
(ploughing, planting, weeding, and harvesting) during the short and long
rainy seasons of 1979 (expressed as a natural logarithmic transformation).
That is, for given activities such as weeding, this figure indicates how
many persons from the household went to the shamba of another household
and worked for X days on that shamba weeding crops.

Under the terms of

reciprocity which govern this process, persons from the receiving shamba
presumably performed tasks on the shamba of the household surveyed.

Employment
Xg, #EMPLYD, is the number of household members who had regular
employment in 1979 while living and working away from the household.

Thus,

any individuals who were employed but resided within the household's compound were excluded.

Remittances
X-.Q, REMTOT, is the total remittances in Kenya shillings received
by the household in 1979.

This represents income from only those indi-

viduals who lived and worked away from the household.

Crop Income
X,,, CROPSAMT, is the total gross income from the sale of crops received by the household in 1979.

It therefore does not include the value

of subsistence production consumed by the household nor any income from
crops received in kind.
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Off-farm Income
X-|2, OFFFARM, is the total gross income in shillings earned in 1979
by members of the household from off-farm activities such as the sale of
charcoal, handicrafts, etc.

This excludes income from remittances from

individuals who lived away from the household but includes wages and
salaries from regular or casual employment earned by individuals who
resided within the household in 1979.

Hired Labor
X-|3, LDYHL, is the total number of person days of labor hired in
1979 (expressed as a natural logarithmic transformation). Labor hired
in this category refers primarily to labor for crop production activities
but includes some other activities such as cattle herding.

Credit Acceptance
X,., LOANEE, is a dichotomous variable representing acceptance or
non-acceptance of the MIDP credit package.

MIDP loanees receive an

identical inputs package of the same value. Thus, there is no variation
in the monetary amount of credit received and credit acceptance can only
2
be measured by a dichotomous response.
Concluding Comment
The variables specified above were employed in the analysis as either
dependent or independent variables.

For the purposes of this report,

attention focuses on X,., hired labor, and X,,, credit acceptance, as
crucial dependent variables.
amount.

The sample was stratified by total income

Within each stratum regression analysis was undertaken in order

This variable violates the regression analysis assumption that the data be
measurable on an interval level scale. This topic is examined in Appendix II.
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to determine if the predictors of these two dependent variables would vary.
The analysis reveals that the determinants of these dependent variables
differ substantially by income category.

CHAPTER VI
THE STRATIFICATION OF FARMING STRATEGIES

This chapter tests the general line of argument that the propensity
to hire labor is largely a function of greater wealth whereas credit
adoption, though requiring certain minimal "middle income" levels of
wealth, is less attractive to the wealthiest of households.

This is

true, even though as noted below, wealthy households have the largest
proportion of credit accepters.
The sample was trichotomized (approximately) into three--Low, Middle,
and High—groups on the basis of total income (the sum of all income
earned in 1979).

Table 6.1 presents mean values for all variables in

the-model for each of these Low .(0-1900 K. shs.),. Medium (1901-4159 K.
shs.), and High (4160+ K. shs.) total (gross) income groups.
of Table 6.1 are of interest.

Two aspects

First, for all variables mean values

increase as total income increases.

Secondly, 15 percent of all loanees

fall in the low income category, 35 percent in the medium income group,
and 50 percent in the high income category.

This is contrasted with the

non-credit group where 41 percent fall in the low income category, 32
percent in the medium category, and 28 percent in the high income group.
In order to examine the effect of total income on both hired labor
and credit acceptance, hired labor (X-,3, LDYHL) and credit adoption
(X,., LCANEE) were regressed on selected variables from the literature
(identified in the previous chapter).
presented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
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The results of this effort are

Table 6.1.

Mean values for all independent variables in the model by
low (n = 70), medium (n = 68) and high (n = 71) income
categories.

Income Category
Variable

X

Low

GSSCORE

1

LSU

2

N0STD7

3

0.47

ADULTS

4

YRSLOAN

Medium
**

High

(1.50)

4.35

(1.74)

5.41

(1.75)

12.51 (15.61)

22.40

(16.74)

29.13

(21.28)

(0.76)

0.76

(1.16)

1.59

(1.44)

3.30

(2.20)

4.19

(2.10)

4.83

(2.43)

5

0.16

(0.53)

0.21

(0.53)

0.42

(0.71)

TOTHAS

6

2.62

(2.32)

3.65

(2.75)

4.72

(3.21)

LANDQUAL

7

2.97

(0.85)

3.07

(0.72)

3.10

(0.94)

DYEXCHLB

8

0.68

(1.01)

1.20

(1.33)

1.39

(1.39)

#EMPLYD

9

0.54

(0.79)

0.88

(1.00)

1.15

(1.02)

3.27

10

311.57(482.28)

1039.53(1109.32)

2547.32(2733.15)

CROPSAMT 11

147.44(318.14)

1336.91 (613.44)

2896.75(1279.63)

OFFFARM

12

430.79(476.06)

034.18(1016.04)

634.72(2776.01)

LDYHL

13

REMTOT

0.38

(0.78)

0.93

(1.53)

2.40

(2.51)

*Number of non-credit households in each income category: Low = 61;
Medium = 47; High = 41 ; or 41, 32 and 28 percent, respectively. Number
of credit households in each income category: Low = 9; Medium = 21;
High = 30; or 15, 35 and 50 percent, respectively.
Values in parentheses are standard deviations.
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Table 6.2.

Multiple regression analyses of hired labor by low (n = 70),
medium (n = 68) and high (n = 71) income categories.

Income Category
Independent
Variable

X

Low

Medium

High

Standard ized Regression ICoefficient
(Beta)
GSSCORE

1

.195

.240

.123

LSU

2

- .022

.159

.097

ADULTS

4

- .134

- .130

DYEXCHLB

8

.196

REMTOT

10

.127

- .039

.609*

CROPSAMT

11

.156

- .082

.256*

OFFFARM

12

- .143

.003

.314*

.917

- .254

(Constant)

2
Rp unadjusted
R adjusted
S.E. of estimate
F

*P£.05.

.168
.074
.754
1.792

.334*

.230
.140*
1.420
2.553

- .376*
.072

.182

.349
.277*
2.138
4.825

Table 6.3.

Multiple regression analyses of credit acceptance by low
(n = 70), medium (n = 68) and high (n = 71) income categories.

Income Category
Independent
Variable

Y
A

Low

Medi urn

High

Standardized Regression Coefficients
(Beta)
GSSCORE

1

.235

.127

.092

LSU

2

- .148

- .178

- .214

N0STD7

3

.154

.357*

.142

ADULTS

4

.207

.023

.463*

YRSLOAN

5

.349*

.244*

.296*

TOTHAS

6

.006

.153

.080

DYEXCHLB

8

- .082

.146

.142

#EMPLYD

9

- .110

- .248

REMTOT

10

- .126

.133

- .269

CROPSAMT

11

.041

.268*

- .101

OFFFARM

12

.004

.156

- .344*

LDYHL

13

.011

.001

.194

.116

157

.951

(Constant)
Ro unadjusted
R adjusted
S.E. of estimate
F
*p<.05.

.342
.203*
.301
2.471

.497
.387*
.365
4.520

- .341*

.381
.253*
.430
2.970

Hired Labor
2
A significant R was not obtained for hired labor (LDYHL) for the
low income group--see Table o.2.

2
However, the R s of .140 and .277 for

the medium and high income categories are significant.

Only one variable,

exchange labor (Xft, DYEXCHLB), is a significant predictor of hired labor
for the middle income group.

The coefficient of determination for the

high income group is twice that for the medium income category.

More-

over, the mean value for labor hired (see Table 6.1) is substantially
greater for the high income group than for the medium income group.

In

short, hired labor is primarily something only higher income households
can afford.
Within this high income group, remittances (X,-, REMTOT) is the
strongest determinant of hired labor.

Non-farm income (X,?, OFFFARM),

crop income (X,,, CROPSAMT), and number of adults (X., ADULTS) are also
significant determinants.
The negative sign for ADULTS (X.) indicates that the greater the
number of adults in a household, the less likely labor will be hired,
reflecting a generally larger absolute number of adults per household
in this income category and thus, other things being equal, less need
for hired labor.

Neither level of household (X,, GSSCORE) nor livestock

(Xp> LSU) assets significantly predicts hired labor.

Thus high levels of

these assets are probably a necessary but not sufficient condition for
hiring labor.

Credit Acceptance
Interpretation of the effect of income on credit acceptance is less
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straightforward than for hired labor.

Credit acceptance is least well

predicted for the low income category—see Table 6.3.

Only 20 percent

of the variance for this group is explained by the twelve variables in
the equation and of these only one variable, prior experience with
credit (Xr, YRSLOAN) has a significant standardized regression coefficient.
These poorer credit households are evidently not successful cash crop
farmers in spite of the fact that they have previously used credit.
is intriguing to ask why they continue to take credit.

It

One answer is,

of course, that though they appear not to be highly successful cash crop
producers, the inputs obtained may enable them to increase domestic food
supplies and perhaps earn some income from the sale of crops.

However,

the fact that these households have past experience with credit and that
this relationship is the only statistically significant one in the equation, suggests that it is possible that credit use is a reflection of
their social status in the community to some extent independent of their
economic position.

Family, clan or other socio-political connections

may afford them access to the credit scheme in a situation where from an
economic vantage point they are no more likely candidates for credit
than other households in the same income category.
The tendency of credit to be allocated for reasons other than need
or ability to best use it is well documented in the literature (e.g.,
Gillette and Uphoff, 1973).

Though there are no data to demonstrate such

a thesis, a general impression which emerged from the field survey was
that credit use, a practice by no means novel to Kenya smallholders, was
something that was more or less expected of leading, respected members
of the community.

Its social status value was on a par with its economic
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attractiveness.

E.g., in several cases, credit recipients were village

elders and/or relatives or friends of the assistant chief yet did not
appear to be the better farmers in the community.
Thirty-nine percent of the variance in credit adoption is explained
for the middle income group.

Three of the predictor variables have sig-

nificant regression coefficients—education (X3, N0STD7), prior experience with credit (Xg, YRSLOAN) and crop income (X^, CROPSAMT).

These

loanees are seemingly genuine cash crop farmers who depend on crop income for a substantial portion of their total livelihood.

The magnitude

of the relationship of post-primary education to credit adoption is
double that for either the low or high income groups.

It is unclear what

role education plays in this process but to use the term "progressive
farmers" in reference to this group does seem appropriate.
It is not permissible to attribute substantive significance to coefficients which are not statistically significant.

However, it is

interesting that only in this middle income category do remittances (X 1Q ,
REMTOT) and off-farm income (X-|2' OFFFARM) level have a positive relationship to credit acceptance.

Thus it is possible these sources of

income play a role in supplementing crop income and perhaps in cushioning
the risk credit use involves.

It is also interesting that there is vir-

tually no relationship between number of adults in the household and credit
use; this in contrast to the low and high income groups, especially the
latter.
2
The R for the high income group is .253.

Credit acceptance is

predicted quite strongly and negatively by off-farm income (X-,p> OFFFARM)
and secondly by number of people employed away from the household (XQ,
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#EMPLYD).

Thus households in this income category with high levels of

off-farm income and/or individuals employed elsewhere do not take credit.
Those households with greater numbers of adults (X-, ADULTS) and with
prior experience with credit (X,-, YRSLOAN), however, do accept credit.
Unlike the middle income group, therefore, upper income loanees are not
as dependent on crop sales as a major source of income.

But like the

lower income group, they have had prior experience with credit.
It is unclear from these regression results, however, why wealthier
loanees are wealthy, except for the fact that they are probably not
major off-farm income earners.

Observation of the absolute values for

these households for the three income variables indicates a random pattern of households being high on one of the variables or in a number of
cases having their total income come from two or even all three of these
sources.

In short, they employ a multi-faceted strategy to take advan-

tage of all possible opportunities for earning income as opposed to the
typical middle income category loanee who relies more heavily on crop income.

This likely explains the failure of any one income variable to

predict credit acceptance (except X,2, OFFFARM) but it does not explain
why the relationships are all negative.

If substantive significance is

assumed for the statistically nonsignificant regression coefficients for
crop income and remittances, then a case could be made that loanees in
the upper income bracket have lower crop income, remittance, and offfarm income levels than do non-1oanees.

Examination of the means for

the two groups indicates this is the case with the exception of crop
income (see Table 6.4).

Crop income (X-,,, CROPSAMT)

has a substan-

tially higher mean of 1171 shs. for the credit group versus 696 shs.
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Table 6.4.

Variable

REMTOT

Differences between c r e d i t (n = 31) and n o n - c r e d i t (n = 40)
households f o r income variables f o r households i n the highest
income category (n = 71).

X

Group

Mean

Standard
deviation

10

NC**

2756
2262

696

CR
CROPSAMT

OFFFARM

11

12

T0TAMT+

t-value

1-tailed
probability

2477
3070

0.75

0.229

•1.56

0.062

NC
CR

1171

1236
1307

NC
CR

2957
2194

3239
1944

1.23

0.T11

NC
CR

7667
7463

2992
4040

0.24

0.404

***

*Non-credit.
**Credit.
***Separate variance estimate ( a l l other p r o b a b i l i t i e s reported are based
on pooled variance e s t i m a t e s ) ,
"^Total gross income—all sources.
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for the non-credit users.

This difference is close to being signifi-

cant at the .05 level. Thus, it would appear these loanees are more
dependent on crop income (though less so than the medium income loanees)
than their non-credit counterparts.
Why then do some of these wealthier households take credit?

A

partial explanation is that the social status argument posited above for
the lower income group applies also in this case.

More importantly,

it was argued that households in the upper income group pursue a multifaceted strategy to earn income.

Thus credit is but one of several at-

tempts to generate cash via crop production while at the same time income earning activities .are carried out on other fronts.

For the very

wealthy non-loanee, however, credit must surely be only marginally attractive.
Finally it is necessary to return to a shortcoming of an earlier
analysis (not included in this bulletin'), the failure to establish a
relationship (for the entire sample) between hired labor (X-,3, LDYHL)
and credit use (X-,*, LOANEE).

The lack of a significant standardized

regression coefficient for this relationship means that hired labor
does not differentiate between credit and non-credit households. That
is, high levels of hired labor do not lead to credit acceptance.

It is

incorrect to conclude from these results, however, that credit accepters
use little or no hired labor.
insights are obtained.

When looked at by income category, two

First, the bulk of the labor is hired by high

income households—see Table 6.1.

Second, and more important, high

income credit users do employ hired labor.

However, so do non-credit
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households.

In fact, the means for hired labor for these two groups

are quite similar—2.42 and 2.39 respectively (p>.05).

Thus credit

households in this income category do utilize hired labor but they are
not the only ones to do so.

It is therefore understandable that a sig-

nificant beta is not obtained indicating that hired labor predicts credit
acceptance only.
The above argument with respect to the high income segment of the
sample also applies to the entire sample with the three income groups
combined.

This is the case since only a small proportion of the medium

and low income households hire labor.
A possible explanation for the lack of a difference in the amount
of labor hired by high income households concerns hired Tabor as a consumption good rather than a factor of production.

The model posited

that labor is hired by credit households as an investment in agricultural
production.

However it may be that wealthier non-credit households hire

labor because they value leisure and/or wish to avoid the rigors of
manual labor which farming involves.

The motivation in this case differs

from that of a credit household which is strongly committed to increased
crop production.

If this argument is correct, a link between hired labor

and credit use will not be found since non-credit households also hire
labor but for a different reason.
A final comment pertains to a crucial distinction between high income credit and non-credit households, namely, the amount of available
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labor (X-, ADULTS) households in each group possess.

Credit households

in this income category have on average more adults in the household
(5.47 versus 4.37 for non-credit households—p=.03). As indicated
above, both groups hire similar amounts of hired labor.

Thus, it seems

that high income credit households complement existing high amounts of
available household labor with hired labor.

Indeed, when consideration

is given to the fact that credit households generally earn more crop income and therefore probably have higher labor requirements than their
non-credit high income cohorts (see Table 6.4), it makes sense that
credit households would marshall all the labor resources they could to deal
with their greater farm labor requirements.

Summary Comments
The alternative analysis presented above reveals contrasting types
of farming strategies which operate at different socioeconomic levels.
A classification of these strategies provided in Figure 6.1 makes them
explicit.

The categories proposed in the typology are ideal types and

admittedly infer more from the data than the analysis may warrant. Nonetheless these ideal types are a useful heuristic device for describing
modal categories of small farmer operations and are proposed for further
empirical verification.
Non-farm income is used in the typology to stratify farming strategies given its critical role in farming operations.

A crucial feature

of the typology is the range of assets that the farmer can bring to bear
on his farming operation.
ber of assets.

However, it is not just a matter of the num-

Possession of certain assets, and in particular household

labor, conditions the way these strategies are pursued.

This fact justi-
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Figure 6.1.

A typology of farming strategies.

Mon-Farm
Income Level

Farming Strategy
Subsistence Households

Low crop income
Low •family labor

LOW

Credit risk not justified, but
some credit accorded on the
basis of status attributes
Market-Oriented Households
Crop income a substantial
component of total income
MEDIUM

Exchange labor supplemented
by some hired labor
Credit risk justified

Multiple Enterprise Households
Type I

HIGH

Type II

Crop income a minor
component of total
income

Crop income a more important
component of total income
than for Type I

Hire labor (less household labor than for
Type II)

Household labor supplemented
by hired labor

Credit risk justified.
Credit not taken because
not needed

Credit risk justified. Credit
taken because crop income supplements other non-farm income

Technically these households are not totally subsistent farmers since some
crop income is sold. However, in most cases this involves minimal amounts
of cash.
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fies the inclusion in the original model of certain components which on
the surface appear to be closely related.

It makes it possible to see

how the various combinations of assets lead to different strategies.

CHAPTER VII
POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH:
A CHALLENGE TO CONVENTIONAL SMALL FARMER POLICIES

While generalization of a limited study is always problematic, the
results of the survey nonetheless suggest certain policy implications.
The following issues are ones which merit the consideration of policyoriented personnel interested in the development of semi-arid areas.
1) The most noteworthy finding from the study concerns the relative
importance of off-farm income for the economic livelihood of semi-arid
area farmers.

In short, many semi-arid households depend on alternative

sources to farming for cash with which to supplement subsistence and/or
minimal surplus production.

Off-farm sources of income are particularly

important in enabling them to survive poor crop seasons.
All but the very wealthiest of households are dependent on subsistence production to meet basic food consumption needs. The typical household is, of course, one where the household has some, but not a great
deal, of off-farm income.
sistence production.

Thus it must strive to insure minimal sub-

But the household is hesitant to invest additional

resources in cash crop production for which the returns are only marginally profitable and often fraught with risk.
There are therefore two basic impediments to increased production.
One is limited working capital to invest in production in order to make
it more productive and profitable.

A second is risk aversion in a

situation where households with meager income levels are reluctant to
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gamble already limited resources in a context of frequent crop failure.
As a result of these two impediments, production levels remain stagnant.
This suggests that there is a hierarchy of production strategies
in semi-arid areas.
food crops.
portunities.

The first is essential production of subsistence

A second is maximization of off-farm income earning opIn addition to the role this activity plays in increasing

general income and welfare levels, its critical relationships to crop
production lies in its contribution to greater working capital levels
and risk minimization through income source diversification.

Once the

latter impediments are ameliorated, the household can turn to a third
option, on-farm income generation through cash crop production.
Programs which are concerned solely with production activities too
often ignore the crucial role of non-farm income.

A single focus on

encouraging agricultural innovation (use of hybrid seed, fertilizers,
etc.) disregards the fact that off-farm income is a major determinant of
a farmer's ability to absorb the risk that innovation entails.
An exclusive focus on encouraging innovation in such situations is,
moreover, biased against the poorer farmer who has less access to offfarm income.

The wealthier farmer with access to such income has two

substantial advantages over the poorer farmer.

One, he/she has the off-

farm income which can act as an all-important cushion with which to absorb risk in areas prone to frequent crop failure.

Secondly, he/she has

that additional bit of capital and income which pushes him/her over the
margin at which .crop production can become a meaningfully profitable
enterprise over the long term despite the occasional crop failure.

In

many cases the best and most successful farmers encountered in the survey
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were those with substantial sources of non-farm income.

This does not

mean they regard farming as a second priority activity.

Indeed, all

were proud of their capacity as successful farmers.

But it is undeni-

able that off-farm income plays a significant role in this success in
enabling them to hire labor, purchase inputs, etc.
Program initiatives to encourage increases in production must
therefore concentrate on enabling farmers to minimize the amount of
risk involved.

Greater attention to ways of fostering increases in off-

farm income is likely an effective indirect means of stimulating crop
production.

Indeed, the most successful households in the survey were

those which were maximizing not only crop production but a range of income earning opportunities.

To ignore the role of off-farm activities

altogether is to condemn poorer households not only to continuing minimal
income levels but also likely continuing insufficient subsistence production levels.
2)

A related issue concerns the role of credit.

Firstly, ecological

factors make credit a riskier proposition for farmers in semi-arid areas
than in higher potential areas.

Secondly, at a time of escalating petro-

chemical costs, input packages are becoming increasingly expensive.
Thirdly, the financial and managerial costs of administering credit programs are substantial.

All of these points mean, again, the bias of such

programs works contrary to the interest of those poorer farmers most in
need of inputs, least able to take advantage of them, and usually most
expensive to reach.
Evidence exists, however, that significant gains in productivity
could be achieved through different crop husbandry techniques (ploughing
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at the right time, soil moisture retention measures, etc.) which are not
as tied to capital and income resources.

Thus greater attention ought

to be given to the development and the widespread promotion of such
alternative husbandry techniques rather than an exclusive concentration
on credit as the centerpiece of a production strategy.
3)

Lipton concludes a review and analysis of worldwide experience

with agricultural finance and rural credit with the following:
At the empirical level, borrowing and lending must be set in
the context of multiplex relations among rural groups, and
between them and urban patrons; this requires study in depth
of rural communities ... At the theoretical level, the critical
questions are in the tradition of Marx or Weber rather than
the economics of finance ... (1976:551).
The research reported here has shifted the focus of conventional
credit studies away from the technical aspects of devising production and
financial incentives necessary to construct the "right package."

This

is not to say these are unimportant concerns; indeed they are fundamental.
Rather, these are not the only concerns which should preoccupy credit
programs and often are in fact secondary in importance.

The point is

that credit acceptance is primarily a function of ability to bear the
risk of credit which in turn is a function of access to resources.

This

means that attention shifts away from incentives which lead "rational"
farmers to adopt innovation because:
... farmers' failure to innovate or to increase production
for the market often reflects their inability rather their
unwillingness to do so. The potential conflict between
the goals of profit and security has been overstressed in
the literature ... In brief, farmers' readiness to take
advantage of new income earning opportunities often depends more on their assets than on their attitudes
(Berry, 1980:329).
This study has provided evidence that an alternative framework and
set of questions for viewing credit issues provides essential insights
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for understanding the determinants of credit adoption (though the general
line of argument is applicable to a range of "technological innovation"
questions).

More research is required to demonstrate the validity and

utility of this approach across a variety of similar socioeconomic and
agro-ecological contexts in Kenya and elsewhere.

However, given the

Government of Kenya's stated commitment to the provision of greatly
extended credit facilities for both cash and food crop production
(Republic of Kenya, 1981), such research seems essential.

If the Govern-

ment's intentions for self-sufficiency in basic foodstuffs, provision of
basic needs and a more equitable distribution of income are to be realized (Republic of Kenya, 1979), then the concerns raised by this research
merit further examination.
4)

The research identified a segment of the sample which was labelled

"market-oriented" farmers, that is, those who are substantially dependent
on crop income for their livelihood.

One subject of interest is to deter-

mine whether this is unique to the sample or whether it represents a more
general phenomenon found elsewhere.

If the latter is true, then it would

be important to determine whether such individuals respond to a different
set of incentives than do others, e.g., those with no crop income or
those with additional significant sources of income. The need to tailor
production policies to these various groups is obvious if such differences
exist; this in contrast to current programs which implicitly regard all
credit recipients as similar.

In terms of both production and equity con-

cerns, it becomes particularly important to understand how to improve the
production of the middle income, "genuine farmers" group.
5) Another issue concerns the relative importance of the welfare
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versus the production function of the MIDP food package loan program.
While the two are in theory complementary rather than mutually exclusive,
there is a need for a clearer picture of the extent to which credit is
used to insure increased food crop production versus a substitution
effect in which households allocate resources which would have gone to
crop production to other more lucrative purposes (or even consumption)..
Again, the research suggests but does not provide conclusive evidence
that the answer to this question depends on the socioeconomic group in
question.

This may in turn necessitate that alternative approaches to

credit are required to serve different groups with differing needs.
6)

A relatively unexplored area in the literature concerns the

role of rural based employment.

The literature (Collier and Lai (1980)

in particular) makes the case for the major role of urban based employment in fueling agricultural investment in rural areas.
stood is the contribution of rural based employment.

Less well under-

Yet the research

described in this study indicates that rural based civil servants, e.g.,
teachers, constitute a significant force for investment in local areas.
This contribution needs to be better understood in terms of its magnitude and general potential.

Concluding Comments
The contribution of this research has been to suggest an alternative
perspective on the way in which credit acceptance can be perceived and
understood.

Assuming the process of credit acceptance operates as des-

cribed, development of feasible policy options derived from this understanding is the next logical step.
can be suggested.

A number of policy relevant concerns

One is production techniques for alleviating labor
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constraints at times of peak demand for those, generally poorer, households with limited amounts of available labor.

Given the role of ex-

change labor groups in agricultural production evidenced by this research,
their potential as local organizational vehicles for fostering increases
in production merits investigation.

Methods of spreading risk across

seasons through some form of crop insurance is another topic of importance.

Similarly, research on off-farm activities which could be under-

taken by a wide range of households is an additional subject of high
priority.
Each of these areas of interest is one concerning which specific
policy recommendations cannot be made without careful further investigation of the technical implications involved.

Indeed, to do so would

go beyond the limited evidence produced by this research.

Instead, if

these topics are examined with genuine regard to the influence variation
in socioeconomic status might have when these policy and program initiatives are implemented, this will go a long way toward satisfying the
requirement that the results of the study have substantial policy import.

APPENDIX I
CALCULATION OF THE VARIABLE GSSCORE

Table

1.1 presents a Guttman scale of household possessions with

accompanying summary statistics.

The purpose of employing the technique

of Guttman scaling is to determine by examining the response pattern
(possession or non-possession of items) whether a scale will yield a
rank ordering of cases on the basis of their possessing a certain unidimensional attribute.

Close examination of the items reveals that they

are actually of two types.

The first is general household items and the

second is agricultural implements,

However, the scale is used to pro-

duce a proxy indicator of general household wealth and it can be argued
that both types of items can be subsumed under this category.

Another

way to think of them is items in descending order of necessity for rural
households.

Thus, a jembe (hoe) and a chair are things that all house-

holds should have whereas a wheelbarrow or sofa are more of a luxury.
Yet all tap a unidimensional trait of general wealth.
The coefficients provided in the table indicate that the items
combine in a minimally acceptable scale.

The Coefficient of Scalability

is slightly lower than the conventional criterion for scalability (.60 to
•65 for Menzel's Coefficient of Scalability).
technique used is a conservative test.
tively reasonable.

However, the error counting

Moreover the scale is intui-

Therefore an interpretation that a scale exists seems

warranted.
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Table

T.l.

Guttman Scale of household possessions (n = 209),

Number
Passing

Percent
Passing

Cupboard

10

5

Sofa

14

Wheelbarrow
Wardrobe

Errors

Scale
Score

Number at
Scale Step

7

7
11

9
8

3
6

28

13

14

7

13

88

42

34

6

40

Plough

112

54

39

5

37

Paraffin Lamp

124

59

31

4

40

Table

165

79

16

3

38

Chair

179

86

20

2

16

Jembe (hoe)

189

90

16

1

12

0

4

Item

Presence of ...

*

Total Errors
Coefficient of Reproducibility
Minimal Marginal Reproducibility
Percent Improvement
Coefficient of Scalability

188,.000
.900
.779
.121
.548

*

The error counting technique used is that developed by Goodenough (1944).
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Each household was assigned a scale score based on the total items
it possessed.

These scores were used as each household's measure for

the variable GSSCORE (X^.
The scale reported on in Table
after removal of the outliers.

1.1 pertains to the reduced sample

A Guttman scale was also produced based

on the complete sample in which additional techniques for assessing
scalability other than the Goodenough technique were employed—Loevinger's
Index of Homogeneity (Moeken, 1971) and Green's summary statistics (1956).
Green's method is particularly useful because it allows for a test of the
null hypothesis that scalability was produced by chance.

For technical

reasons it was not possible to employ these techniques with the reduced
sample.

The values for assessing scalability which were obtained for the

complete sample when using these additional techniques, however, were of
almost identical magnitude as those for the reduced sample when only the
Goodenough technique was used.
similar for both scales.

Also, the pattern of errors was very

Thus, though in a strict sense the two scales

cannot be compared since they are based on a different number of cases,
it is. likely that both scales would produce very similar results no matter what technique is employed.

APPENDIX II
LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA AND ANALYSIS

Measurement Error
The problem of measurement error is one which plagues all survey
research.

When the survey is conducted in a setting culturally foreign

to the researcher, the problems become even more complex.

Issues of

validity and reliability are particularly troublesome to evaluate since
even the most elementary questions of face validity are subject to the
cultural bias of the observer.
Statistical evaluation of measurement error in this thesis is constrained by the fact that no composite measures were used for which
powerful statistical techniques to assess reliability have been developed,
e.g., the domain sampling model (Nunnally, 1967).

Instead evaluation of

the validity and reliability of the data must primarily depend on the
degree to which the data appear to be logically consistent and thus have
a reasonable degree of face validity and plausibility.

(It should be

noted that measurement error leads to attentuated R"s.

Such a conser-

vative effect, however, cannot be asserted concerning regression coefficients (Bohrnstedt and Carter, 1971).)

With respect to the specific

question of validity, the questionnaire was scrutinized by a number of
Akamba familiar with the research setting.

In their judgment items in

it would be readily comprehended by respondents.

Indeed no real prob-

lems were encountered in the field in which respondents asked for clarification on certain items (at least, on those for which data was utilized
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in this thesis).

While this is no guarantee of valid and reliable measure-

ment, it is nonetheless reassuring.
The data most subject to question are those which required respondents to remember information, especially with regard to income sources,
over a substantial period of time.
tives.

There were, however, some correc-

In the case of remittances, in many instances a fixed amount is

received each month.

Thus, there is less room for the respondent to

remember incorrectly amounts than might otherwise be the case.

Secondly,

many households received only limited, discrete and infrequent cash inputs, especially from crop and livestock sales.

Since these cash amounts

are very important to the livelihood of the household, they tend to be
remembered.

Indeed, it should be mentioned here that the researcher

had initially intended to only ask households to specify income within
certain ranges, e.g., 0-200 shs.

However, during the pre-test, it be-

came clear that respondents could specify without hesitation exact amounts
of income received.
It is further argued that to the extent that memory recall on income
data was a problem, this error is positively correlated with income since
those with more income had more cash sources (both in magnitude and
number) to remember.

However this correlation is undoubtedly weakened

somewhat by the fact that some wealthier respondents were simply better
able to keep track of their income sources.

If the assumption can be

made that upper income households underestimated their incomes, then it
can also be argued that the general findings of the analysis with regard to income differentials are on the conservative side as a result of
measurement error.

This assertion is supported by field observation

that poorer households tended to be the most candid about and best able
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to recall information about their income.

In as much as the survey was

not cast as one which would result in any monetary assistance from MIDP
to households involved, there was no particular incentive for a household
to overstate its poverty.
A related issue concerns the problem of outright falsification.
The literature, particularly that on household surveys in Africa, cites
this as a major problem.
on this matter.

In the end one must make an in situ judgment

The researcher, and a particularly perceptive research

assistant/interviewer, believe the amount of deliberate falsification
was minimal.

This is based on the general reactions of respondents to

income related questions and judgments based on other factors such as
the state of the respondents compound, assets owned, etc.
In summary, though no estimates of their reliability have been obtained, the income data are believed to be relatively accurate approximations of actual income amounts.

Stated another way, it is ques-

tionable whether the considerable expense of a more thorough method, e.g.,
bi-weekly recording, would produce increases in accuracy significant
enough to merit the cost involved (not to mention the probable reduction in sample size).
One limitation of the income data must be conceded.

All income

figures refer to gross income and do not reflect costs of production.
Also, income in kind was not measured by the survey.

Thus, subsistence

crop produce was not valued and could, of course, constitute a considerable resource available to households.

It is not believed, how-

ever, that such valuation would have significantly altered the results
of the analysis.
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Sampling Procedures
The sample is by no means a completely random or statistically
representative sample.

For reasons cited in Chapter IV, a complete

sampling frame was not obtained.

Moreover, samples of equal size were

selected from each of the four sublocations rather than proportionate
to the number of households in each.

However, within those randomly

chosen and sampled motui, a systematic sample was obtained.
proach has a number of implications.

This ap-

Firstly, since the credit sample

was almost a total universe of the credit population in the sublocations
surveyed, other things being equal, it ought to be more representative,
(i.e., have less sampling error) than the non-credit sample.

Ideally

one would correct for this by weighting the samples in some manner.

How-

ever, to do so requires sure knowledge of parameters of the population(s)
from which the sample is drawn.

At the time of the survey no such infor-

mation existed with which to derive an accurate weighting factor.
The above considerations result in the following caveats regarding
interpretation and use of the survey results.

Firstly, caution must be

exercised in assuming that the results of the survey are in any genuine
statistical sense truly representative of the sublocations surveyed.
Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it is especially risky to make
inferences from the survey to other areas however similar in terms of
agro-ecological characteristics they may appear to be.

Rather the evi-

dence presented must be regarded as tentative findings which are at best
suggestive.

The findings can be confirmed and used to make clear in-

ferences only after more rigorous sampling techniques have been employed.

A "One Shot" Survey
One of the problems of a cross-sectional as opposed to a longitudinal study is that there is a tendency to lose sight of the fact that
the study constitutes only one slice of a larger time frame.

This is

especially the case in areas where there is considerable climatic variation from year to year as well as multi-year cycles.

There is always

the possibility that a survey was undertaken during an abnormal year or
in an upturn or downturn in one of the cycles.
The calendar year covered in the survey reported on in this thesis
was one relatively free of crop failure and other traumatic events.
this sense it was a relatively "normal" and "good" year.

In

However, it

must be borne in mind that the term normal at best represents a modal
category and caution must be exercised in putting too much reliance on
results from a limited time period.
There is one aspect of the study which requires emphasis in this
discussion of a one shot survey.

It is necessary to stress that the

survey was undertaken when the MIDP credit program had been in operation
for only one year.

Ideally, such a survey should have been carried out

after several years had elapsed when the program had had a chance to
"settle down."

Thus it is possible that because the program was new

responses to it were different than if it had been functioning for some
time.

For example, it is conceivable that not all potential recipients

were aware of the existence of the program in this initial year.

These

considerations must be kept in mind when evaluating the findings of the
survey.
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Regression Analysis—Violation of Basic Assumptions
1) Temporal Ordering
As noted in Chapter V, all the variables in the model were measured at one point in time. Nonetheless, a temporal ordering among them
was postulated.

The argument is that such an ordering is plausible. E.g.,

if CROPSAMT can be assumed to be generally indicative of longer term crop
income levels for a household, then CROPSAMT can be said to be a "cause"
of hired labor.

It should be noted that violation of this assumption is

common in the literature (e.g., see (in a path analysis context) Lauman,
Verbrugge and Pappi, 1974).
2)

Interval Level Data

Regression techniques assume the existence of an underlying interval
or ratio scale. There is a substantial literature on the implications of
violating this assumption (e.g., see O'Brien (1979) for a useful summary).
The dominant practice in current sociology appears to be one of treating
ordinal data as if they were interval in order to take advantage of the
statistical power of parametric statistics, a position significantly
influenced by Labovitz (1967, 1970).
(O'Brien, 1979),

Though not without its critics

this approach is widely used and indeed has strong

advocates (e.g., Bohrnstedt and Carter, 1971).
Two variables in the study, while treated as interval, are in fact
technically only ordinal. GSSCORE and LANDQUAL are both scale scores and
are variables for which the distance between items cannot be said to be
strictly equal. This is the case for GSSCORE since as Wilson (1971)
points out in any Guttman scale there is always the possibility of find-
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ing an additional category between any two already present in the scale.
LANDQUAL is equally suspect since it relies on subjective evaluation by
respondents which can never be standardized into equivalent units. Nonetheless it is believed that these two variables are reasonably rank
ordered and certainly have the property of monotonicity.

Thus, in keeping

with conventional practice, these variables were employed using interval
level statistics.
Use of ordinal data in regression has spawned considerable discussion
(including a search for possible analogues of regression—see Leik, 1976).
Particular concern is raised over the stability of partial r's (path
coefficients) using ordinal data and therefore the ability to draw conclusions with any certainty about the causal structure underlying a model
(Wilson, 1971).

In the extreme this viewpoint argues that models employing

ordinal data can at best perform a "heuristic and metaphorical function"
but cannot claim to have "tested" a model or theory (Wilson, 1971:429).
Others argue that regression coefficients are generally quite stable no
matter what the interval scale and that the dangers of assuming equal
intervals are not likely to be large (Boyle, 1971).

Since the former

position would have negated the ability to test the model in a regression
framework, the latter position was adopted.

This does, however, once

again mean that in the most conservative statistical interpretation the
results of the analysis must be treated as heuristic only and not as
statistically unimpeachable.
3)

A Dichotomous Dependent Variable

The situation with respect to non-interval variables is more complex
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where such variables are dependent ones.

Where the dependent variable

is dichotomous, as is the case with this study, there are two particular
problems resulting from their statistical properties.

First, it is

possible to produce predictions of the dependent variable that fall
outside the zero-to-one range. A second problem concerns tests of
statistical significance due to extreme violation of the homoscedasticity
of error variances assumption (Lyons, 1971:163).

That is, with sub-

stantial heteroscedasticity, the usual F-tests in regression analysis
may be affected in both the true level of significance and the power of
2
the test. Moreover, estimates of the.slope and R , while unbiased, may
be inefficient (Knoke, 1975:423; Goodman, 1976).
Alternative techniques which are perhaps more satisfactory statistically are not necessarily viable alternatives.

Gillespie (1977)

cites several problems when using commonly recommended log-linear
techniques.

First, log-linear techniques require that all variables

be categorical and this requires collapsing of continuous variables
with subsequent loss of information.

Also, log-linear models postulate

a multiplicative relationship, which, when transformed to an additive
form, can create difficulties in interpreting the substantive meaning
of effect parameters (Knoke, 1975:422).
These problems do not necessarily apply to all variants of loglinear or other alternative techniques.

For example, Probit analysis

forces low and high predicted values to approach zero and one asymptotically (Lyons, 1971:163).
own disadvantages.

However, each of these alternatives has its

Li zotte and Bordua (1980) claim both Logit and
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Probit require large samples to approach MLE. Moreover, the continuous
estimates of Probit make interpretation difficult. They recommend the
Nerlove-Press system in such a situation as a direct OLS analogue (1980:
234).
On several grounds, therefore, dummy (dependent) variable regression
has certain advantages.

Further, there is considerable evidence in the

literature that in instances where the split on the dichotomous dependent variable for the sample as a whole is between 25% and 75%, the
choice of method between regression and log-linear techniques usually
results in little difference (Goodman, 1976).

Approximately equivalent

results occur (for empirical illustrations, see Knoke, 1975; Edmonston,
Green and Smith, 1981; Opio-Odongo, 1978).

Thus regression and log-linear

techniques generally converge when the dependent dichotomy is not extremely split.

For the data employed in this study, the proportion for

the dependent variable was .287 (n = 209). When the sample was trichotomized by income category, these proportions were .128 (Low), .308 (Medium)
and .422 (High).

Thus, for all but one category, the general rule of

thumb can be applied that when the expected percentages fall within the
25% and 75% range, violation of the relevant regression assumptions is inconsequential.

With respect to the one exception, the low income cate-

gory, Goodman (1976) indicates that a split in even a somewhat wider
range than .25 to .75 can still produce convergent results.
The decision to employ straightforward regression procedures in the
analysis was therefore based on two criteria. The first is evidence that
alternative approaches would probably not have produced substantially
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different results.

Furthermore, such techniques are more expensive and

complex in execution.

Secondly, and most importantly, regression proce-

dures lend themselves to easier interpretation.

Thus the decision was

made that the attractiveness of methodological and substantive simplicity
more than offset any statistical advantages of alternative techniques.
Finally, given the other limitations of the data and methodological
qualifications set forth in this appendix, use of more "high powered"
and refined techniques would likely strain the utility of the data beyond
what can be justified under even the most charitable set of assumptions.

APPENDIX III
QUESTIONNAIRE*

•Portions of the questionnaire were used to produce information useful to
the Machakos Integrated Development Program and do not directly pertain
to this study.
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Household No.
Oate

(1) Questionnaire number

(4) Time: Start

(2) Sublocation

(5)

(3) Utui
(7) Person

Finish

Interviewer 's initials
interviewed:

1) Head of household
MWENE MUSYI

0

1

2) Senior wife of head of household
MUKA MUKUU

0

1

3) Other

0

1

3) Son of oldest male member of household
MWANAKE WA MUNDUUME ULA MUKUU

0

1

4) Son of oldest female member of household
MWANAKE WA MUNDU MUKA ULA MUKUU

0

1

5) Other

0

1

0

1

0

1

UNGI

Our first questions have to do with who lives in this compound.
IKULYO YITU YAMBEE YIKULYA NUU ULA WIKALAA MUSYINI UU
(8) Who Is the person who has final and overall control of the
management of this household's land and shamba? In future
questions we will refer to this person as the "head of household."
NUU ULA UUNGAMIE MUSYI UU OVAMWE NA KITHEKA NA MUUNDA.
MAKULYO ALA ANGI TUUMUKULYA TUKEETAA MUNDU UU "MWENE MUSYI."
1) Oldest male member of household
MUNDUUME ULA MUKUU WA MUSYI
2) Oldest female member of household
MUNDU MUKA ULA MUKUU WA MUSYI

UNGI

(9) Head of household:
MWENE MUSYI
(10)

Age UKUU
Sex UKO

1) Male

MUNDUUME

2) Female
(11)

Clan

(12)

Princioal occupation:
UKUNAA WIA MWAU

MUNDU MUKA

MBAI

1) Farmer only
UIMI WI WOKA
2) Farmer with additional part-time
business or employment
UIMI VAMWE NA MAWIA ANGI
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3) Teacher
WAL IMU

(13)

0

4) GOK employee other than teacher - rural
MUTHUKUMI WA SILIKALI EKA MWALIMU NZA YA TOWN

0

5) GOK employee other than teacher - town
MUTHUKUMI WA SILIKALI EKA MWALIMU - TOWN

0

6) Owner-operator of a duka
WIA WA NDUKA

0

7) Employed in town (private sector)
MUTHUKUMI WA TOWN (EKA SILIKALI)

0

8) Labourer - rural area (private sector)
MUTHUKUMI - LISAAVU (EKA SILIKALI)

0

9) Businessman
MUKUMI WA VAITA

0

10) Fundi, craftsman
VUNDI

0

11) Other
UNDU UNGI

0

Education - highest level completed:
KISOMO - KISOMO KILA UVIKITE
None

NDINA KISOMO

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

Highest primary standard completed
KISIMO KYA MUSINGI UVIKITE
Highest secondary form completed
KISOMO KYA SECONDARY KILA UVIKITE
Years completed at university
MYAKA ILA USOMETE UNIVERSITY
Years of adult education classes
MYAKA ILA USOMETE KISOMO KYA ANDU AIMA
Other

KINGI

(14) Does the head of household speak Kiswahili?
MWENE MUSYI NUNEENAA KISWAHILI
0) No

AIEE

1) Only a little

KIMINI

2) Yes, speaks it well
YII NUNEENAA NESA
(15)

Is he/she able to read?

NUTONYA KUSOMA

(16) Number of males in household?
AUME MEANA ATA MUSYI
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

AILENIE ATA NA MWENE MUSYI
Father NAU
Relationship to Head of Household
Son MWANA
(Begin with oldest male)
Brother MWANAANYINYIA
AMBIIA NA MUNDUUME ULA MUKUU
Uncle MWENDWAU
Nephew KAVISIKA MWANAA-AU
Grandfather UMAU
Grandson MWISUKUUA
Great grandson NZUKULU
Other UNGI

UKUU
Age
A = <16
B = 16-64
C = 65+

(17) Number of females in household?
AKA MEANA ATA MUSYI
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

Mother MWAITU
[Same as above]
Wife MUKA
(Begin with oldest female)
Daughter MWIITU
AMBIIA NA MUNDU MUKA ULA MUKUU
Sister MWIITUWA NYINYIA
Aunt MWENDWAU
Niece KELITH KA MWANA-AU
Grandmother USUA
Granddaughter MWISUKUE
Great granddaughter NZUKULU
Son's wife MUKA WA MWANA
Others UNGI

(18) Household sub-units
TUMISYI NTHINI WA MUSYI
(19)
(dependent for food or income?)
YIKANIE LEU NA UKWAITI?
(20) Does the head of the household live elsewhere than with the
household (away for two months or more of the year)?
[If no, skip to question 26.]
MWENE MUSYI MIWIKALAA VANDU VANGI EKA VAA MUSYI (NZA VANDU
VA MYEI ILI KANA MINGAINGI)
(21) If yes, for how many years out of the last ten years has he/she
been absent?
ETHWA NIWO NIMYAKA YIANA NTHINI WA MYAKA IKUMI MITHELU UTATUAA
MUSYI
(22)

UKUU
Age
A = <16
B = 16-64
C = 65+

NA

0
0

NA

If yes, who is in charge of day-to-day running operation of
the shamba?
ETHIWA NIWO NUU ULA USUVIAA MALI
1 ) senior wife

0

KIVETI KILA KIKUU
2) other

UNGI

(23) Education of this person who manages the shamba?
KISOMO KYA MUSUVIA WA MUUNDA KIAMA ATA

0
Years
MWAKA

NA
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(24) Does he/she speak Kiswahili?
WE NUNEENAA KISWAHILI

NA

(25) Is he/she able to read?
NUTONYA KUSOMA

NA

(26) Do any members of the household normally live elsewhere than
with the household (away for two months or more of the year)?
VE ANDU ANGI MA MUSYI MATUAA NZA (NZA VANDU VA MYEI KANA MINGAINGI)
(27)

If yes, please provide us with the following information about
each person who lives away from the household: [Note: If
there is more than one person per category, list separately,
e.g., two sons.]

NA

ETHWA NIWO TUTAVYE MAUNDU AYA IULU WA ANDU ALA MATUAA NZA MUSYI

Relationship to
head of household
UNDU MAILENYE NA
MWENE MUSYI

Place of
residence
VALA
WIKALAA

If employed,
No. of months
Reason for
type of
absence
employment
absent per yes r
MYEI ILA WITHWAA KITUMI KYA ETHIWA NI MUANDIKE
KWIKALA NZA WIA ULA UKUNAA
NZA KWA MWAKA

[Code]
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

Head
wife
Son
Daughter
Mother
Father
Brother
Sister
Grandson
Granddaughter
Nephew
Niece
Other

01
.02
03
04

Nairobi
Machakos Town
Other large town
Elsewhere in this
sublocation
05 Machakos District
-other sublocation
06 Other district

01 At school
02 Staying with
relatives/
friends (but
not working
or at school )
03 Looking for .iob
04 Working on a
farm owned or
rented by
household
05 Looking after
cattle owned by
household
06 Employed away
from household
07 Other

01 Casual labourer
on a farm
02 Full-time labourer
on a farm'
03 Casual labourer
but not on a farm
04 Full-time labourer
not for GOK or on
a farm
05 Working for GOK rural
06 Working for GOK town
07 Working in bar or
duka
08 Working in town
but not for GOK or
as a labourer
09 Self-employed
10 Other
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Ol
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

MWENE MUSYI
KIVETI
MWANAE
MWIITU
NYINYIA
NAU
MWANAAIA
MWIITUAIA
NZUKULU
MUISUKUE
MWIVAWA
MWIVAWA
UNGI

01 NAIROBI

Ol ESUKULU
02 EKALA NANDU
02 MASAKU TAUNI
03 TAUNI INGI NENE
MATAENIE/ANYANYAE
04 VANDU VANGI KATIKA
(INDI NDE UTHUKUMA
ITUA YII
KANA SUKULU)
05 DISTRICT YA MASAKU 03 NEUMANTHAWIA
04 ETHUKUMA MUUNDANI
- ITUA YINGI WA MUSYI KANA
06 DISTRICT INGI
MUKOMBOE NI MUSYI
05 KUITHYA INDO SYA
MUSYI
06 AANDIKITWE KUASA
NA MUSYI
07 UNDU UNGI

(28) Please list the level of education attained by any members
of the household (other than head) who have done more than
standard seven.
ANDIKA KILASI KILA ANDU ONTHE MA MUSYI MAVIKIE (EKA MWENE
MUSYI)KILA KI.MBEE WA KILASI KYA MUONZA
Relationship to head of household
UNDU MAILENIE NA MWENE MUSYI
[Note: Use same categories as
previous question]

[Code]
Years
Sec.
Univ.
Other

(29) Does the household own any of the following?
MUSYI VE SYINDU II
Radio
LAT 10
Parafin or gas stove
YIIKO YA MAUTA TAA/STOVU
Wooden bed with rope or rubber stretched across
KITANDA KYA MAKANDA
Bed with metal springs stretched across
KITANDA KYA SIVILINGI

Ol MUTHUKUMI WA MOKO
MUUNDANI
02 MUTHUKUMI WA MWEI
MOKO
03 MUTHUKUMI WA MOKO
INDI TI MUUNDANI
04 MUTHUKJMI WA MWEI
NATI WA SILIKALI
KANA MUUNDANI
05 MUTHUKUMI WA
SILIKALI LISAAVU
06 MUTHUKUMI WA
SILIKALI - TAUNI
07 MUTHUKUMI MBAANI
KANA NDUKANI
08 MUTHUKUMI WA TAUNI
INDI TI KWA
SILIKALA KANA MOKO
09 KWIYIANDIKA
10 UNDU INGI

NA
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Parafin "hurricane" lamp
TAA WA KYAVUNI
Gas lamp or pressurized parafin lamp
TAA UTUMIA GAS/KANA TILI
Table

MESA

Chair

KIVILA

Sofa

SOFA

Cupboard

KAVATI

Wardrobe
KAVATI YA KWIKIA NGUA
Plough

MULAU

Wheelbarrow
Jembe

KAMII

IEMBE

Spray pump
V0MB0 YAUKUNA NDAWA
Maize grinder
KITHI KYA MBEMBA
Oxcart

'«Sa

IKASYA

Vehicle (specify)
VE MBAA. MITOKAA

(YIVA)

(30) [Observe and record the number of the following for each household]:
Domestic houses (lived in)
Granaries/stores
Livestock structures
(31) [Observe and record the construction of the main domestic building]:
Floor:
1) earth
2) concrete
3) other

0
0
0

1
1
1

Walls:
1) poles/wood and mud
2) unbaked bricks
3) baked bricks
4) cement
5) other

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

Roof:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

thatch
corrugated metal
flattened tins
tile
other

Now we would like to ask you some questions about how you farm your shamba.
YUYU NITUENDA KUMUKULYA MAKULYO MA UNOU MUIMAA
(32) How did you plough your shamba during the rains which recently ended?
MUNAIMIE MIUNDA YENYU ATA MBUA ISU INAVITIE

•Borrowed
WAUVOYA
0
1

1) Done by hand by household members
KWA KUIMA NA MOKO (ANDU MA MUSYI)

0

2) Done by hand using hired labour in addition
to household members
KWA MOKOKII MUSYI NA KIVALUA

0

3) Used own plough* with own oxen
KUTUMIA MULAU WAKU NA NDEWA SYENYU

0

4) Used own plough* with borrowed oxen
KUTUMIA MULAU WAKU NA NDEWA SYAUNENGWA

0

5) Used own plough* with rented oxen
KUTUMIA MULAU WAKU NA NDEWA NGOMBOE

0

6) Used rented tractor
WATUMIA ITINGA YA UKOMBOA

0

7) Other
NZIA INGI

0

(33) During last year's (1979) long rains, which of the following crops
were planted on this shamba?
NTHINI WA MBUA YA UUA YA MWAKA WA 1979 NI MIMEA YIVA YAVANDITWE
MUUNDANI UU
Value
Quantity Sold
(per unit/
(unit of
total)
measurement)
THOOA/WA
KITHIMO KILA
WATEE-Ki.lo.etc. KAMWE
Crop MIHEA
a) local maize
MBEMBA SYA KAWAITA
0
1
b) Katumani maize
MBEMBA SYA KATUMANI
0
1
c) beans
MBOSO
0
1
d) pigeon peas
NZUU
0
1
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Quantity sold
(unit of
measurement)
KIYHIMO Klli
WATEE-Kilo.etc.
Crop
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Value
(per unit/
total)
THOOA/WA
KAMWE

MIMEA

cowpeas NTH00K0
sorghum MWEE
cassava MANGA
sunflower MALAA
vegetables MBOKA
other
INGI

Tree crops MIMEA YA MITI
a) mango
IEMBE
b) pawpaw MAVAVAI
c) banana MAIL)
d) citrus trees
MISUNGWA MITI

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0

1
1
1

(34) Which of the following crops did you harvest in early 1979 from the
previous short rains season?
NI MIMEA YIVA KATI WA INO ILA WAKETKIE NTHINI WA MBUA YA NTHWA MWAKA
WA 1979
[Same headings as previous question]
Crop MIMEA
0
1
a) local maize
MBEMBA SYA KAWAITA
b) katumani maize
MBEMBA SYA KATUMANI
0
1
0
1
c) beans MBOSO
0
1
d) pigeon peas NZUU
0
1
e) cowpeas NTH00K0
f) sorghum MWEE
0
1
0
1
g) finger millet UIMBI
1
h) bull rush millet MUVYA 0
i ) sweet potatoes
0
1
MAKWASI
0
1
j) cassava MANGA
k) sunflower MALAA
0
1
1) castor MBAIKI
0
1
m) cotton VAMBA
0
1
other
n)
0
1
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(35) Are there any crops which you would like to grow and would be able
to grow but do not primarily because you believe you could not
market them?
VE HALIU UTAVANDAA NUNDU NIWISI WAVANDA MDWIONA VANDU VAUMATHOOSYA
(36)

If yes, which are these?
ETHIWA NI II NI MALIU MEVA

(37) How many times during 1979:
NIMAVINDA MEANA ATA MWAKA WA 1979:
Were you visited by an Extension agent?
WAATHOKEWA NI ANDU MA UIMI
Were you visited by a veterinary officer or member of his staff?
WAATHOKEWA NI ANDU MA INDO KANA VITINALI
Did you attend a brief course at a Farmer Training Center or
other centre?
WAAENDA KOOSI YA UIMI NTHINI WA SUKULU YA NIMA KANA
OVANDU VANGI
(38) Did you use the following on your shamba in 1979:
NWATUMIIE SYINDU II SYI VAA MUUNDANI WAKU MWAKA WA 1979:

(39)

1) plant sprays or insecticides
NDAWA YA MIMEA KANA NDAWA YA KUAA TUSAMU

0

2) chemical fertilizers
VATA LAISA

0

3) katumani or other improved seed
KATUMANI KANA MBEU SYA NDILIKASA

0

If you did not use any of these, why not?
ETHIWA NDWAATUMIA II NIKITUMI KYAU
[Note:

Put code number of activity before reason given.]
1) did not have the money to Durchase them
NDWAI NA MBESA SYAUTHOOA

0

2) not available nearby

0

IYAI VANDU VAKUVI SYAI SYONEKA
3) no reason

VAI KITUMI

4) did not know about them
NDYASYISI
5) other
KITUMÏ KINÖI

0
0
0
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(40) Did you hire labour In 1979 to help in any aspect of raising your
crops?
WAAK0MB0A ATHUKUMI MAUKUTHEE SYA NZIANI YA UIMI 1979
(41)

Years-round permanent labour?

(42)

Part-time labour?
WIA WA KIVALUA

WIA WA MWEI

Long rains
Number
ANDU MEANA

MBUA YA UUA
Days
MATUKU

NA
Short rains
Number
ANDU MEANA

MBUAYA NTHWA
Days
MATUKU

NA
ploughing KUIMA
planting MA KUVANDA
weeding KUMIA
harvesting KUKETHA
other WIA UNGi
*[Note:

applies to crops planted in 1978]

(43) Did you hire labour in 1979 to perform other tasks?
NIWAANDIKIE ATHUKUMI MA KIVALUA MWAKANI WA 1979 KUTHUKUMA WIA UNGI
(44)

If yes.
ETHWA NIWO

NA
Number ANDU MEANA
Days
^Permanent
Part-time
WIA WA MWEI WIA WA KIVALUA

MATUKU

Per months

MYEI

1) looking after
cattle
KUITHYA INDO
2) Other WIA UNGI
[Note:

Exclusive of question 40.)

(45) Do members of the household exchange their labour with members of
other households for the purpose of assisting each other in growing
crops?
ANDU MA MUSYI WAKU NIMATETHEANISYAA NA MISYI ILA INGI NTHINI WA UIMI
[Note: exclude soil conservation activities.]
(46)
If yes, how many members did this in 1979 for the following
NA
activities?
ETHWA NIWO NANDU MEANA NTHINI WA MWAKA WA 1979 MATETHEEISYE
KUKUNA WIA UU
Long rains MBUA YA UUA
Short rains MBUA YA NTHWA
Number
Days
Number
Days
ANDU MEANA
ANDU MEANA
MATUKU
MATUKU
ploughing KUIMA
planting KUVANDA
weeding KUIMIA
*
harvesting KUKETHA
other WIA UNGI
*[Note:

applies to 1978 crops.]
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Our next set of questions are about credit.
MAKULYO ALA ANGI MAITU NIMA MUKOVO
(47) Is any member of the household a member of a cooperative society from
which members can obtain loans for the purpose of increasing crop
production?
NIVE THWA MUNDU WA MUSYI WI NGUTHU NI YA SOSAITI ILA AMËMBA MATO NYA
KWOSA MIKOVO KWONGELA NGETHA
(48)

If yes, please indicate which:
ETHWA NIWO WETA NI SOSAITI YIVA
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

(49)

0

Kiteta cooperative society
L. Mbooni cooperative society
Okia cooperative society
Kalama cooperative society
other UNGI

NA
0
0
0
0
0

If no, is there any particular reason why you have not joined
a cooperative society?
ETHWA TIWO VE KITUMI KYAU KYAKULEA KULIKA KATI WA NGWATONIO
1) No

AIEE

2) Don't meet society's membership qualifications
NUNDU WAULEA KWIANIASYA KWENDA KWA NGWAÎANÎÔ
3) Would not benefit from being a member
NUNDU VAI VAITA NIONA NIKYAMANI KYU
4) Other
KITUMI KINGI
(50) During the past three years (1977-1979), have you ever Wade application
to any source for a loan for use in increasing your crag yields?
NTHINI WA MYAKA ITATU MtTHELU WAAITYA MUKÖVO VANÖU WAKWONIËTIEIA
NGETHA YAKU (1977-1979)

NA

0
0

1
1

0

1

0

1

0

[If no, skip to question 57.]
If yes, state source to which you applied:
ETHWA NIWO WEETISYE MUKOVO VA
1)
2)
*3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Agricultural Finance Cooperative (AFC)
Smallholder Production Services and Credit Project (SPSCP)
Machakós Integrated Development Programme (MIDP)
-Cotton only VAMBA
A commercial bank VENGI VA BIASHARA
Businessman MUKUNI WA VAITA
Relative or friend MUNDU MUlLENYE UNDU KANA MUNYANYAU
Cotton Board NZAMA YA VAMBA
Don't know the name NDYISI ISYITWA
Other UNGI
_^____

*[Loan in wife's name.}

NA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
°
NA 0
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(51) Were you successful in obtaining a loan?
NIWATONYIE KWOSA MUKOVO

NA

(52)

TIA

If yes, how many loans in last three years (1977-1979)?
ETHWA NIWO, MIKOVO YIANA ATA MTHINI WA, MIAKA ITATU MITHELU

0

(53) If you were denied the loan, what reason was given for the denial?
ETHIWA NIWAVATIWE VAI KITUMI KYAU

NA

(54) If you obtained a loan, were you able to increase your crop
production?
ETHWA NIWOSIE MUKOVO NIWONGELILE NGETHA

NA

0

(55)

Would you apply for another loan like this again?
NUTONYA KWITYA MUKOVO UNGI TA UYU

NA

0

(56)

If no, why not?
ETHWA NDUTONYA NI KITUMI KYAU

NA

(57) If you are a member of a cooperative but did not apply for a loan,
why did you not apply
ETHIWA WIWA KYAMA KYA NGWATANIO YA AIMI NA NDWAAOSA MUKOVO,
WALEILE KWOSA NIKI
(58) If you have never applied for a loan, would you apply for a loan to
use to increase your crop yields if given the opportunity?
ETHIWA NDWAAITYA MUKOVO NIVATONYEKA KWITYA MUKOVO UKONGELEELA
NIMA YAKU
(59)

NA

NA

0

If no, why would you not try to obtain a loan?

1

NA

ETHIWA NI AIEE NIKITUMI KYAU KITUMA UTETYA MUKOVO
(60) During any of the last three years have you ever borrowed more
than 500/=
per year to use for purposes other than to improve
agricultural production?
NTHINI WA MYAKA ITATU MITHELU WAAKOVA MBEE WA SH 500/ KWA
MWAKA KWA ITUMI IMGI EKA NZIANI YA UIMI
(61)

0

If yes, for what purpose was the money borrowed?
ETHWA NIWO VIA KITUMI KYAU KYA UKOVA
1) Investment in livestock production
NIKWONGELEELA MBAA INDO
2) Investment in business venture
NIKWONGELEELA KWA VAITA
3) Pay school fees
NIKUIVA VIISI
4) Pay other household related expenses
marriages, funerals, etc.
NIKUIVA MITUMIILE YA MUSYI —
MUTWAANO, MATHIKO
5) Other
UNGI

1

NA
0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

—
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(62)

Source of this loan(s)
MUKOVO WOOSIE KWA NZIA YIVA
1) Commercial bank
VENGI YA VIASALA/BIASHARA
2) Businessman MUTANOITHYA
3) Relative MUNDU MUTAENIE
4) Friend or neighbour
MUNYANYAU KANA HUTUI
5) Other
UNGI

NA
0

1

O

1

0
0

1
1

0

1

(63) What do you see as the biggest problem keeping you from increasing
your income?
NI THINA MWAU MUNENE ULA UKWONA UTUMAA UTONGELA UKWATI WAKU

We would now like to ask you about a different subject.
TWIENDA UMUKULYA MAKULYO ANGI ME KIVATHUKANYO NA ALA TUUMUKULASYA
(64) Have you heard about the MIDP (EEC) programme?
WAAIWA MUVANGO WA MIDP (EEC)
(65)

O

If yes, how have you heard about it?
ETHWA NIWO WAMIWIE NA NZIA MYAU
1) Baraza addressed by
VALASA
WA...
2) From a relative or friend
MUNDU MUILYE KANA MUNYANYAU
3) From Extension agent
MUNDU WA UTHUKUMI USU
4)
- specify context
- NTHINI WA UNDU UU
5) Other
MUNDU UNGI

NA
O

(66) What benefits would you most like MIDP to provide your household
and people of this area?
NUTETHYO MWAU UKWONA MUVANGO WA MIDP WAILITE KUNENGA MUSYI WAKU NA
ANDU MA NDUA YAKU
(67) Have you observed or been the recipient of any benefits to date from
MIDP?
WAATETHEKA KANA UKONA MUNDU MUTETHYE NIMUVANGO UYU WA MIDP
(68)

If yes, of what type?
ETHWA NIWO NI UTETHYO MWAU

NA
0
NA
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(69) The organizers of MIOP say they want the people of Machakos to make
suggestions on how MIDP Is organized and administered. What do you
feel would be the best way for people like yourselves to make suggestions
and influence MIDP so as to make it benefit your household more?
AUNGAMII MA MIDP MAASYA KANA MEENDA ANDU MA MASAKU MAMATAVYE UNDU MIDP
YAILITWE NI KUVANGWA NA KUUNGAMIWA WIONA NI NZIA MYAU ANDU TENYUMATONYA
KUTAVYA AUNGAMII MA MUVANGO UU NIKANA MASEUVANGYE UUNGAMII WA MUVANGO
NIKANA MISYI YENYU ITETHEKE MUNO
1) Dont' know NDYISI
2) No opinion VAI UNDU NDONYA KWASYA
3) Other
UNDU UNGI

0
0
0

1
1
1

Our next questions concern soil conservation.
MAKULYO ALA ANGI MAKONETYE USUVII WA MUTHANGA
(70) Do you carry out soil conservation activities on your shamba?
NUSUVIIAA-MUTHANGA MUUNDANI WAKU
(71)

(72)

If yes, indicate which activities:
Completed Ongoing
ETHWA NIWO USUVIAA KWA NZIA MYAU
MINE
IENDEEYE
a) Bench terracing LEVU
b) Cut-off drains KWALE
c) Gully control or rehabilitation
KUL INDA MATWIKU
d) Contour ploughing KUIMA NA MULAU
e) Sisal hedges KUVANDA MAKONGE
f) Plant trees KUVANDA MITI
g) Grass cover on terraces
KUVANDA NYEKI LEVUNI
h) Re-seed pasture
KUVANDA NYEKI ISESINI
i) Fence grazing areas
KWIIA ISESI SYA NYEKI
NA
- wire SENGENGE
j) Crop rotation
KIVINDUANYIA MIVANDILE
NA
k) Destoeking KUOLA INDO
1) Conserving trees KUSUVIA MITI
If yes to above, from whom did you learn how to undertake soil
conservation activities?
ETHWA NIWO WAVUNDIIWE NUU YIULU WA USUVII WA MUTHANGA
1) Ministry of Agriculture Extension agent or other officer
ATHUKUMI MA NDILIKASA KANA MASILIKALI
2) Friends or relative MUNDU MUILYE KANA MUNYANYAU
3) Colonial authorities MIAO YA KIUKOLONI
4) No one VAI MUNDU WAAMBUNDISYA
5) Other
NZIA~TNGT

NA

0
0

NA
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(73) Are any members of the household members of self-help work groups
which undertake soil conservation activities
ANDU AMWE MA MUSYI WAKU ME MYETHYANI YA USUVII WA MUTHANGA
males
MUNOUUME

0

(74)

If yes,

Females
MUNDU MUKA

NA

(75)

If yes, in these mwethya or other customary work groups are
members paid or given anything for their contribution?
ETHWA NIWO MYETHYA KAHA NGULUVU INGI NISYIIVAWA KINDU NUNDU WA
WIA ULA IKUNAA
1) Food only LIU WOKA
2) Paid cash by GOK KUIVWA NI SILIKALI

3) Paid cash by farmer on whose shamba they work
KUIVWA NI MUIMI ULA UTE THEEWE WIA
4) Paid in kind NDIVI YA SYINDU
5) Exchange of labour only KUTHUKUMANIA
6) Other
NZI AINSI
(76) Have you used mwethya or other customary work groups on your shamba
to carry out soil conservation activities?
WAATUMIA MWETHYA KANA MITHEMBA INGI YA NGWATANIO KWAUTETHYA WIA
WA MUTHANGA
(77) Does head of household occupv this land as an:
MWENE MUSYI ATUITE KITHEKANI K U TA
1) Owner MWENE
2) Renter MUKOMBOETHWA
3) Other NZIA INGI
(78)
Is ownership of this land under dispute?
KITHEKA KYAKU KINA ITHOKOO
(79) Do you feel you have enough land to meet the present needs of
your household?
NUIWA KITHEKA KII TA KIANIE MAUNDU MUSYI
(80) How would you rate the quality of your soil for growing crops?
MUTHANGA WAKU NIWIVA KWA MUVANDILE WA MBEU?
1) Very good
MUNOU VYU
2) Good
MUNOU
3) Fair (average) KATIKATI
4) Poor
MUMOSU
5) Very poor
MUMOSU VYU
(81) How much land does the head of household own/rent on this shamba?
MWENE MUSYI ENA KITHEKA KIANA ATA/AKOMBOETE KIANA ATA
Own acres KYAKE
Rent
acres KUKOMBOA
(82) [Number of football fields]

NA
0
0
0
0
0
0

NA

0

1

O
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

0

1

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

(83)
(84)

(85)
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This land is divided into how many separate parcels?
VE ILUNGU SYIANA ATA SYA ITHEKA WINASYO ITAANISYE
Does the above amount include that belonging to other members
of the household?
ILUNGU II SYIVO SYI VAMWE NA ILA SYA ANDU ALA ANGI MA MUSYI
If no, how many acres do they own/rent in
addition to head of household?
ETHIWA TIWO NI EKA SYIANA MENASYO KANA MAKOMBOETE OVAMWE
NA ILA SYA MWENE MUSYI
own acres SYAKE
own parcels SYAKE
rent
acres NGOMBOE
rent
parcels NGOMBOE

(86) Does the head of household own or rent additional land other than
that indicated above in this or other sub-locations?
MWENE MUSYI ENA ITHEKA INGI SYAKE KANA UKOMBOETE UTINAVULANYA
NA II WATIITAVYA IULU SYI NTHINI WA SUB-LOCATION INO KANA INGI .
Own SYAKE
Rent
NGOMBOE
(87)

If yes, ETHWA NIWO
Own acres SYAKE
Rent
acres NGOMBOE

(88) Does head of houshold own/rent land apart from this shamba which
is used solely for grazing?
MWENE MUSYI ENA/NUKOMBOETE KITHEKA KYAUITHYA
(89)

If yes, how many acres?
Own
Rent

(90)

ETHWA NIWONI EKA SYIANA ATA
SYAKE
NGOMBOE

Was this included in the amount of total land owned/rented
which you gave us earlier?
KILUNGU KII KYAKU/KANA KILA UKOMBOETHETWE KIKATI WA ISAVU
YILA UTUNENGIE

(91) Has head of household sold or bought any land in the last five
years?
MWENE MUSYI AATHOOSYA KANA AKATHOOA KITHEKA MYAKANI ISU
ITANO MITHELU
Bought acres NIWATHOOIE
Sold acres NIWATEE
(92)

If he/she sold land, why did he/she do so?
ETHIWA NIWATHOOISYE, ATHOOISYE NIKI
1) Needed cash for
ENDAA MBESA SYA
2) Other VATA UNGI

(93)
(94)
(95)
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Does the head of household own cattle?
MWENE MUSYI E NGOMBE
If yes, how many animals?
E INDO SYIANA ATA

NA
~

Of these, there are:
INDO II SYIANITWE
Grade cattle MIKUNI
Zebu "Kamba" cattle SYA KIKAMBA
Oxen NDEWA

(96)
(97)
(98)
(99)

0

Are additional cattle kept elsewhere than on this shamba?
NGOMBE II ITALANILWE NA ILA MBITHYE
How many cattle are they?
VE NGOMBE SYIANA ATA
If don't know, more than five?
ETHIWA NDWISI NIMBEE WA ATANO
If the head of household owns oxen, does he/she rent them out
to other farmers for ploughing?
ETHWA MWENE MUSYI ENDEWA SYAKUIMA NUKOMBOETHASYA AIMI ALA
ANGT MAKAIMA NASYO

NA
NA
NA

_
_
_

NA

0

NA

_

NA

0

NA

0

(100) Does he/she own the following other livestock, and if so,
how many?
NIWITHIWA ENA INDO INGI TA ITHI SYIATIIE KANA ETHWA SI IVO
NISYIANA
Sheep MALONOU
Goats MBUI
Donkeys MANGOI
Beehives MYATU

_
_
_
_

(101) Did the head of household buy or sell cattle in 1979?
MWENE MUSYI AATHOOSYA KANA AKATHOOA NGOMBE MWAKA WA 1979
(102)

If yes, how many?

ETHWA YII SYIANA
Bought KUUA
Sold KUTHOOSYA

0

NA
NA

(103) Did the head of household buy or sell goats in 1979?
MWENE MUSYI AATHOOSYA KANA AKATHOOA MBUI MWAKA WA 1979
(104)

If yes, how many?

ETHWA NIWO SYIANA
Bought WATHOOIE
Sold WATHOOISYE

(105) Did the head of household buy or sell sheep in 1979?
MWENE MUSYI AATHOOSYA MALONDU KANA AKATHOOA MWAKA WA 1979
(106)
If yes, how many? ETHWA NIWO NI MALONDU MEANA
Bought KUUA
Sold KUTHOOSYA

_
_
0

NA
NA

_
_
0

NA _
NA
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(107) If household owns cows and they yield milk, do you sell any of
this milk for cash?
ETHWA MWENE WA MUSYI E NGOMBE NGA NA NIKAMAWA, NUTHOUASYA
IIA YA MBESA

NA 0

(108) Did the household earn any income from the sale of its crops
in 1979?
MUSYI WAKU WAAKWATA MBESA KUMA UTINI WA LEU MWAKA WA 1979
(109) Where did you sell the major portion of your crops?
LEU ULA MWINGI WATEE VA
1) Local market SOKONI
2) A cooperative society SOSAITI
3) Private trader MUTANDITHYA
4) Marketing board agents NZAMA SYA MASOKO
5) Other
UNGI WÂ7EF7Ï
(110) Did any members of the household who lived permanently at the
household earn cash through other ways than the sale of the
shamba's crops or livestock in 1979?
VE MUNDU UNGI WA MUSYI WAAKWATA MBESA NA NZIA INGI EKA YA UIMI
NTHiril WA MWAKA WA 1979
Income per
time period
Relationship
Time period
(per day/per
to head of
(days/per
month/per year)
household
month/per year)
Activity
UKWATI KWÂ IVINDA
AILENIE ATA NA
WIA
IVINDA YIANA ATIA
MWENE MUSYI
MITHENYA KWA MYEI/
MYEI KWA MWAKA

0

NA
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

NA

[•indicates some portion of day but not necessarily all of it.]
01 Collecting and selling firewood
01 Head MWENE MUSYI
KUNA NA KUTA NGU
02 Wife KIVETI
02 Making and selling charcoal
03 Son MWANAE
04 Daughter MWIITU
KUTEMA NA KUTA MA'KAA
05 Mother MWAITU
03 Making and selling beer or other
06 Father NAU
alcoholic drink
07 Brother MWANA NYINYIA
KUTUA UKI
08 Sister MWITUA NYINYIA
04 Loading sand from streambeds
09 Grandson NZUKULU KIVISI
KUTA KITHANGATHI
10 Granddaughter NZUKULU MWIITU
05 Crushing stone
11 Nephew MWIVAE
KUSEUVYA MAVIA (MWAKO)
12 Niece MWENDWAU
06 Maintaining beehives and selling honey
13 Son's w i f e MUKA WA MWANA
KWASA MYATU NA KUTA
14 Other
07 Collecting and selling thatch grass
UNGI
KUTWA NA KUTA NYEKI
08 Decorticating sisal
KUKUNA MAKONGE

09 Building
KWAKA
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10 Tailoring
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

KUTUMA NA KYALAANI
Casual labourer on non-household farm
MUTHUKUMI WA KIVALUA EKA MUSYI
F u l l - t i m e labourer on non-household
farm
MUTHUKUMI WA MUSYI
Casual labourer but not on farm
MUTHUKUMI WA KIVALUA LAKINI T I MUSYI
F u l l - t i m e labourer but not on a farm
ATHUKUMAA KILA INDI LAKINI TI MUSYI
Making food to s e l l at markets
KUUA LEU NA KUTA SOKONI
Making and s e l l i n g s i s a l s t r i n g
KUTUMA NA KUTA MAKANDA
Making and s e l l i n g baskets or mats
KUTUMA NA KUTA IKAVU KANA MIKEKA
Making and s e l l i n g wood carvings
KWASUVYA NA KUTA MAVISA

19 Teacher
MWALIMU
20 Petty trade: sale of snuff, tobacco,
herbs
KUKUNA WIA WA VAITA, KUTA MBAKI,
KUMBATU NA MITHEA
21 Carting water
KUUTA KIWU
22 Part-time teaching, preaching
KUSOMETHYA KANA KUTAVANYIA IVINOA
23 Middlemen in food trade
NTHELE IKUNAA VAITA WA LEU
24 Middlemen in livestock trade
NTHELE IKUNAA VAITA WA INDO
25 Shoe repair
MUSEUVYA SYIATU (KULIA)

26 Bicycle repair
MUSEUVYA ISULULU (KULIA)
27 Making and selling other handicrafts
KUSEUVYA NA KUTA SYINDU INGI
SYA KUSEUVYA NA MOKO
28 Making and selling pottery
KUMBA NA KUTA MBISU
29 Traditional doctor
MUNDUMUE
30 Employee at bar or other shop
MUTHUKUMIWA KILAVU KANA NDUKA
31 Employed by GOK as a labourer
MUANDIKE NI SILIKALI TA
MUTHUKUMI
32 Employed by GOK (other than
teacher
MUTHUKUMI WA SILIKALI (EKA MWALIMU)
33 Employed in private sector
MUTHUKUMI WA KAMBUNI
34 Businessman
MUKUNI WA VAITA
(MUTANDITHYA)
35 Owner-operator of a duka
MWENE NDUKA
36 Self-employed - other
KWIYIANDIKA - UüDU UTCGT.

37 Watchman
MUNDU WA USUNGA
38 Other
UNDU UNGI

(111) Did anyone in the household own a house or other building from
which they received rent in 1979?
VE MUNDU UNGI WA MUSYI WI NYUMBA SYA UKOMBOETHYA NANIWAIVAWA
NTHINI WA MWAKA USU WA 1979
(112)

If yes, how many shillings per month?
ETHWA EVO, NI MBESA SYIANA KWA MWEI

(113) Earlier you told us about members of the household who live
away from the shamba and are employed away from this shamba.
Did any of these household members send remittances back to
anyone at this shamba in 1979?
MBEENI NUTUTAVISYE ANDU MA MUSYI ALA MATURE KUNDU KUNGI NA NI
AANDIKE. VE MUNDU WAAMUTUMIA MBESA MUSYI MWAKA WA 1979

0

1

NA 0

1

NA

104

(114)
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If yes, could you tell us how much was sent per month
in 1979?
ETHWA NIWO NUTONYA UTUTAVYA NI MBESA SYIANA SYATUMIWE
MWAKA USU UNATHETHILE 1979
Relationship to
head of household
AILENIE ATA NA MWENE
MUSYI

Shillings per month/per year by each
SILINGI KWA MWEI/KWA MWAKA

(115) Did any member of the household receive remittances from a relative
or other person who was not a member of the household in 1979?
NIVETHWA VE MUNDU WA MUSYI WAAKWATA MBESA KUMA KWA MUNDU MATIENYE
UNDU KANA KUMA KWA MUNDU UTE WA MUSYI NTHINI WA MWAKA WA 1979
(116)

If yes, could you tell us how much was received in 1979?
ETHIWA NIWO, NUTONYA UTUTAVYA NIMBESA SYIANA ATA SYAETIWE
MWAKA USU WA 1979
Number of people
UTALO WA NDU

NA

Shillings per month/per year
MBESA KWA MWEI/KWA MWAKA

'0

NA
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(117) Finally, we are trying to get some idea of how much farmers in this area
earn in a year. This information is very useful to us in understanding
the needs and problems of this area. If you are willing, we would like
you to help us make a rough estimate of your earnings in 1979.
MWISO TWIENDAA KUMANYA UNDU AIMI MA KISEEMU KII MAKWATAA KWA MWAKA.
UVOO UU WI MAANA KWITU KWA KUMANYA MATHINA MA KISEEMU K U . ETHWA
NIMUENDEEWA NITUENDA MUTUTETHEESYE KUMANYA UKWATI WENYU YA
MWAKA WA 1979.
Activity

WIA

(1)
to
100

(2) (3)
101 201
to
to
200 500

(4)
501
to
1,000

Ksh.
(5)
(6)
(7)
1,001 2,001 4,001
to
to
to
2,000 4,000 6,000

(8) . (9)
6,001
Over
to
10,000 10,COC

Livestock sales UTI WA INDO
Cattle NGOMBE
Sheep MALONOU
Goats MBUI
Chickens NGUKU
Crop Sales LITI WA LEU
Maize MBEMBA
Cotton VAMBA
Sunflower MALAA
Beans MBOSO
Citrus ISUNGWA
Other (specify)
INGI (SYIVA)
Ploughinq KUIMA
Sale of Milk
UTI WA IIA
Sale of eggs
UTI WA MATUMBI
Sale of wood UTI WA NGU
Sale of charcoal
UTI WA MAKAA
Duka NDUKA
Rent KUKO MBOA
Casual employment
UTHUKUMI KIVALUA
Regular employment
UTHUKUMI. MAVINDA
Remittances KUNENGWA
lOther qifts MITHINZIO
Handicrafts KWASUVYA
Other off-farm sources
(specify)
MAUNDU ANGI

-

! .
i

i

;

We have asked you many questions about credit, MIDP, soil conservation, etc.
We thank you for your help. Now, is there anything on any of these matters which
you would like to comment upon further?
NITUMUKULILYE MAKULYO MAINGI YIULYWA MIKOVO, MIDP, NA KUSUVIA MUTHANGA
NA MAUNDU MAINGI. NIUSEO MUNO NUNDU WA UTUTETHEESYA. NIVETHYA VE UNDU
KATI KA MAUNDU AA MUKWENDA KUWETA UNDU YIULU WAMO MBEEANGE
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